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Abstract
This thesis presents design, analysis, prototyping, and perfofinance evaluation of a

robotic system to assist physicians to perform ultrasound examinations on patients

located in remote areas. The research is inspired by the desire that uniform healthcare

should be available to all citizens including those living in remote and isolated areas with

less access to medical experts. The system, presented in this thesis, consists of a force-

reflecting hand-controller located at the physician side, and a robotic wrist located at the

patient side. The physician manipulates the hand-controller to control the position of the

robotic wrist holding an ultrasound probe on the patient's body. The physician observes

captured ultrasound images while feeling the palpation forces between the remote probe

and the patient's body.

The robotic wrist utilizes a novel combination of asymmetric parallel mechanisms,

universal telescoping joints, ball screws, cable drives, and ball splines. The unique

characteristics of the device are: kinematically decoupled degrees of freedom, one-to-one

position correspondence with the corresponding haptic device to make the usage of the

system intuitive and to reduce physician's training time, singularity-free workspace (a

conical workspace with a vertex angle as much as 50o), base-mounted actuators to reduce

inertia and simplify device sterilization, and remote center-of-motion to facilitate three

dimensional ultrasound imaging. The weight of the moving elements is 2.5 kg. The

sliding motion of the wrist is able to apply palpating forces up to 24 N. The maximum

velocities of the ultrasound probe during examination for pitch, yaw, rotational, and

palpating motions arc 27 deg/s, 32 deg/s,68 deg/s, and 3 mm/s, respectively.

The hand-controller consists of symmetric parallel mechanisms, universal joints, and

miniature cable drives. The novel characteristics of the device are: static balancing with a

tension spring to reduce operator's fatigue and to enhance the safety of remote

examination, kinematically decoupled degrees of freedom each corresponding to a

motion of the ultrasound probe, large and singularity-free workspace (a conical

workspace with a vertex angle as much as 50o), base-mounted actuators, and fixed center-

of-motion to enhance operator's performance. The weight of the moving elements is 452

gr.
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In collaboration with 'winnipeg children Hospital, an ultrasound technologist
successfuily performed urtrasound imaging of kidney, heart, spreen, and river using the
robotic devices developed in this thesis.
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Chapter I

Introduction
This chapter presents a background on medical ultrasound imaging, and highlights the
need for providing ultrasound examination services for people in remote areas. It then
presents a survey on existing robotic systems for remote ultrasound imaging, and
challenges remained in the design of more improved systems. Thesis objectives and
scope are outlined last.

L.l Motivation

This work was motivated by the fact that uniform healthcare should be available to all
citizens' The most advanced medical equipments and professionals are generally located
in large urban hospitals. under the current situation, access to medical experts for
patients living in sparsely populated areas often results in inconvenience and/or
inefficient use of medical resources. Although, a wide variety of patient's vital
parameters such as blood pressure, temperature, heart, and respiration rates can be
measured by an on-site nurse' accurate assessment of many clinical conditions such as
interpretation of the abdominal pain must be conducted by an experienced clinician.
ultrasound examination offers quick and reliable non-invasive diagnosis. However, the
main drawback of the current ultrasound techniques is that the quality of the examination
is highly dependent on the operator's skills, which are often lacking in small medical
centers and isolated areas. Most commonly, patients travel to see a medical expert at the
urban hospitals, which takes hours of travel for a relatively short examination.

Remote examination is a promising approach for addressing some of the issues
associated with the problem of distance between the patients and clinicians. It offers the
advantage of cost-saving, availability of expertise, remote accessibility and timeliness.
Remote examination has so far been implemented mainly as consultation. It includes the
ability to observe, talk, and listen to patients, or to read ultrasound images taken from a



patient located in a remote clinical center. Remote examination could further employ
robotic devices to enable clinicians to manipulate diagnostic tools such as an ultrasound
probe' This thesis aims to develop a complete robotic system to enable physicians to
perform ultrasound examinations on patients located in remote and isolated areas.

1.2 Medical [Iltrasound Imaging
In scanning with ultrasound, high frequency sound waves are transmitted to the areas

of interest and the returning echoes are recorded. In free-hand scanning, the physician,
based on her/his experience and knowledge, manipulates the transducer on the patient,s
organ and mentally transforms the 2-D images into a 3-D tissue structure and makes the
diagnosis (Figure 1-l). The main manipulation techniques consist of pitch, yaw, and
rotational scanning fashions (see Figure 1-2) (Fenster and Downey 1996).

Physician

Figure l-I' conventional ultrasound imaging whereby physician and patient are at thesame place.

In pitch and yaw scanning (Figures l-2a and, l-2b), the transducer is pivoted on a
point on the patient's body, and the physician moves the transducer in a circular motion
about this point while maintaining the contact with the body. In rotational scanning,
Figure l'2c, the transducer rotates about its longitudinal axis. The combination of the
three major motions generates a conical workspace in which the tip of the ultrasound
probe is located at the cone vertex as remote center-oÊmotion (RCM). Studies by

Ulhasound
machine



Delgorge et al.

examinations.

(2005) showed rhat 60" vertex angle is adequate for most ultrasound

(a)

Figure l-2. Free-hand ultrasound
scanning; (c) rotational scanning.

(c)

pitch scanning; (b) yaw

(b)

examination: (a)

1.3 Remote Ultrasound Imaging
The elements of a system for remote ultrasound imaging are located in two sides:

physician side and patient side. They are separated from each other by a distance barrier
but connected together through a proper communication system such as Intemet, satellite
links' and fiber optics lines (Figure I -3). The physician side consists of a physician, a
force reflecting hand-controller (haptic devicel) and display systems. The patient side
includes a patient, a robotic arm, anultrasound machine, and a camera. The physician and
the patient can talk to, and see each other via voice and video links. The physician is able
to manipulate the robotic arm holding an ultrasound probe via the haptic device to
capture and observe desirable ultrasound images from an internal organ. The haptic
device allows the physician to feel and adjust the interaction forces between remote probe
and patient's body to maintain proper contact between probe and patient in order to
achieve continuous and meaningfur ultrasound images for diagnostic purposes.

success in proper design and implementation of such a robotic system will offer a
new solution to improve the availability of ultrasound examination services for people
living in remote and isolated areas.

",i;1,'å:r*;:.ïïrJ:,X.,î:î:Jlt.h 
inrerface ro the user via the sense of touch by applying forces,



Display systems

A
Distance
barrier

Physician

Haptic device

Physician side patient side

Figure 1-3. Remote ultrasound imaging using robotic system.

1.4 survey on Existing Robotic systems for ultrasound
Imaging

1.4.1 Robotic Wrist
A comprehensive study of robotic wrist designs for general pulposes can be found in

the book by Rosheim (1989). Selected wrist designs that are relevant to this thesis are

reported here.

The wrist by Rosheim (19s9) has 3 DoFs (degrees of freedom) with linear actuators.

This provides spherical motion of an end-effector. However, its center-of-motion is
inside the mechanism. For ultrasound imaging the center-of-motion should be located

outside the mechanism.

The parallel wrist2 by Vischer and Clavel (2000) provides a 3-DoF rotational motion
about a fixed point. The mechanical design of the wrist offers simplicity of
manufacturing due to placing all the joints of one kinematic chain in one plane. However,
the fixed point is enclosed within the mechanism at some conf,rgurations which could
result in having contact between the moving elements and the patient's body, if it is used

2 A manipulator is said to be 'serial' if its kinematic structure takes the form of an open-loop chain. It issaid'parallel' if it is made up of a closed-loop chain (Tsai 1999).

Robotic arm

Ultrasound



for ultrasound imaging. Additionally, the roil motion is limited to + 60". Another version

of this mechanism, called Pantoscope, can provide infinite roll motion; however, the

actuator corresponding to this degree of freedom is floating3.

The 2-DoF spherical mechanism by Hong (2002) can have both interior and exterior

remote center-of-motions (RCM4). However, these types of mechanisms are shown to
have singular configurationss inside their workspace (Ouerfelli and Kumar lgg4).

Double pointing wrist by Stanisic and Duta (1990) is a singularity-free device. It uses

two pivoted circular sliders located in perpendicular planes. Although, a singularity-free
workspace is an asset, the wrist does not have a RCM. Dexterous spherical wrist by
Wiitala and Stanisic (2000) describes a device in which all links move on sphere. There is
no RCM in the wrist structure.

Carricato and Castelli (2004) introduced a fully decoupled 2-DoF parallel wrist in
which each motor is responsible for one orientation of the moving platform about an axis.

Kinematic decoupling simplifies design and implementation of control algorithms. Asada

and Granito (1985) presented a 3-DoF spherical wrist with no singular configuration in
its workspace. Similarly, the 3-DoF Agile eye mechanism by Gosselin and Hamel (Igg4)
is composed of three spherical chains made of revolute joints, but has a rotation center

inside the mechanism. Hamlin and Sanderson (1gg4) used a six-bar pantograph in
different configurations to make modular, reconfigurable parallel manipulators with
novel spherical joints. However, their mechanism cannot be used for ultrasound imaging.

The concept of remote ultrasound imaging was first appeared in the article by Sublett,
Dempsey and Weaver (1995) who presented the design and implementation of a digital
image capture and distribution system that supports remote ultrasound examinations. The

task was accomplished with cooperation between a radiologist and. a technician
manipulating an ultrasound probe on the patient at the remote site.

3 Ifan actuator is not attached to a fixed base, it is called a floating actuator.a Remote center-of-motion (RCM) is a poiát located outside thã mechanism and the end-effector of the
mechanism spherically moves about that point.
' A manipulator is said to be in a singular confïguration when the Jacobian mahix losses its full rank.
Singular confrgurations c-an be.found by setting the determinant of the Jacobian matrix to zero (Tsai, 1999).
For robot manipulators, Jacobian matrix is defined as the matrix that transforms the joint rateì in actuator
space to the velocity state in the end-effector space.



The European project TeleinVivo (Kontaxakis et al. 2000) aimed at developing a

transportable telemedicine workstation to be used in isolated areas such as islands, rural
areas, and crisis situation areas. The station consists of a portable pC with
telecommunication capabilities and a light, portable 3-D ultrasound machine. With a 3-D
ultrasound probe a volume of data acquired by the operator close to the patient can be

sent to an expert who can examine the data in much the same way that he would examine

a patient. Operators still have to perform the examination on the patient but they are

guided by the medical experr.

Degoulange et al. (1998) developed an articulated robotic arm based on serial
conf,rguration for moving an ultrasound probe on patient's body. Due to its serial

configuration, all electric actuators are floating which makes the robot heavier compared

with non-floating actuation system.

Salcudean et al. (2000) developed an ultrasound robot in order to reduce the joint
fatigue of the ultrasound technicians (Figure 1-4). The authors used a pantograph to
generate a conical motion about a fixed point on the patient's body using a serial
configuration and floating actuators. The whole manipulator is statically balanced by
adding counterbalance weights. Counterbalance weights increase the overall inertia of the

system. Furthermore, in providing palpating motion for abdominal ultrasound

examination, the whole manipulator must be moved up and down.

""'*, ,È.W'M. W,
Figure 1-4. Robot-assisted diagnostic ultrasound (Sacudean et al. 2000).
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Masuda et al. (200I) designed and constructed a robot for tele-echography that rests

on the patient's body during examination (Figure l-5). There is no reasonable access to
the patient in an emergency case. Furtherïnore, for orienting the probe about a fixed point
on the abdomen, all joints must move in a coordinated manner.

Figure 1-5. Robotic system for tele-echography: robotic
ultrasound probe on patient,s body (Masuda etãt.-ZtiOt¡.

Koizumi et al. (2008) developed a system for remote

of circular guides connected in a serial configuration with
The system has a RCM but appears to be bulky.

mechanism holding an

ultrasound imaging consisting

floating actuators (Figure l-6).

Figure 1-6. Remote ultrasound examination system: (a) physician manipulating stylus ofa special-pulpose haptic device for remote ultrasound imaging; tul roüotic ann
performing ultrasound imaging on a patient (Koizumi et al. 200g).



Vilchis et al. (2003) reported the development of a parallel mechanism for positioning

the ultrasound probe, and a wrist based on serial configuration with remote actuations for
orienting the probe (Figure 1-7b). The system appears to be bulky and entirely embraces

the patient in a way that there is no reasonable access to the patient by attending nurse.

There is continuous contact between moving elements of the arm and the patient's body.

Figure 1-7. Robotic system for tele-echography: (a) physician manipulating stylus of a
PHANToM device (SensAble) for remote ultrasound imaging; iU¡ roù'otic device
performing ultrasound imaging (Vilchis et al. 2003).

Najafi (2004) designed a basic robotic system for remote palpation and ultrasound

imaging' The design of a basic robotic wrist and a hand-controller was presented. The
prototypes of both devices only had three DoFs with no force feedback capability for the

hand-controller. The 3-DoF wrist and Hand-controller were interfaced to a pC. Forward

kinematics and Jacobian matrix of the hand-controller were derived based on Danavit-
Hartenberg method and did not consider the constraints involved in hand-controller
parallel structure.

The European OTELO project described in Delgore et al. (2005) developed a 4-DoF
robotic arm (Figure 1-8b)' The system is able to orient an ultrasound probe about a fixed
point on the patient's body. The actuators in this wrist are floating and coupled. Thus,

they must move together in a coordinated manner to create standard ultrasound motions.



The wrist also has a singular configuration at the middle of its workspace, which can

deteriorate ultrasound images. The ultrasound wrist developed by Gourdon et al. (lggg)
uses a differential mechanism with bevel gears and kinematically coupled DoFs. Bevel
gears introduce backlash in the wrist power-train which produce non-smooth motions at
the end-effector.

Figure 1-8. Tele-operated mobile ultrasound scanner: (a) physician manipulating a
special-purpose controller for remote ultrasound imaging; þ) mobile robotic arm for
performing ultrasound imaging (Delgore et al. 2005).

Vilchis et al. (2007) designed and constructed a 4-DoF robotic arm for ultrasound
examinations (Figure 1-9). The device uses circular sliders powered by pinion gears in a
serial configuration which is similar to the ultrasound robot developed by Koizumi et al.
(2008).

Figure 1-9. Robotic arm for ultrasound examination (Gonzalez et al.2007).



Bassan et al. (2007) developed a 5-DoF manipulator with remote center-of-motion

and cable actuation for 3-D ultrasound guided needle insertion (Figure 1-10). The electric

motors are not mounted on a fixed base. This feature increases the inertia of the moving
elements.

Figure l-10. Manipulator for 3-D ultrasound guided needle insertion (Bassan et aI.2007).

Surgical instruments also have mechanisms with RCM and thus could potentially be

used for ultrasound imaging. The remote center-of-motion robot for surgery by Taylor et

al. (1995) has 4 DoFs and all the actuators are mounted on the proximal part of the

device' The surgical instrument developed by Madhani et al. (199S) uses a novel cabling

system for remote actuation of a miniature surgical wrist. Taylor and Madhani's
mechanisms are similar to each other. Using Taylor and Madhani's mechanisms while
achieving the compactness required for an ultrasound wrist, leads to closeness of the

electrical actuators to the patient's body. Faraz and Payandeh (1998) designed a RCM
mechanism for laparoscopic surgery with serial conf,rguration and floating actuators.

Similar work has been reported by Cavusoglu et al. (1999) which uses three linear
actuators with base-mounted motors for the first three DoFs, and one floating actuator for
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the fourth DoF. The RCM device for endoscopic surgery by Funda et al. (2001) provides

a RCM point using two circular guides. Commercially available precision-circular-guides

are normally bulky and heavy.

1.4.2 Haptic Device

There exist many hand-controllers and haptic devices developed for various tasks

including medical training and diagnosis. Bauman et al. (lgg7) designed a haptic device

that uses a 4-DoF parallel manipulator with a remote center-of-motion for surgical

simulations. The mechanism uses two perpendicular pantographs to provide spherical

motion.

PHANToM by SensAble Technologies (Massie and Salisbury 1996) was built based

on a four-bar mechanism that produces three or six DoFs with force feedback. For
ultrasound examination, the first three motors should be simultaneously torque-servoed to

provide force feedback along the desired axis of the stylus as in the case of holding the

ultrasound probe. Although, the device has been used for proof-of-concept in ultrasound

robotic systems (see Figure l-7a), the results were not satisfactory due to lack of
PHANToM's adaptability with ultrasound applications (Vilchis et al.2003; Tahmasebi et

al. 2008).

The needle-insertion-simulator by Bevrit et al. (2000) has three DoFs and provides a

fixed center-of-motion (FCMI. The first two DoFs create the orientation of the end-

effector. The third DoF provides the linear motion of the end-effector along the radius of
the created hemisphere by the f,rrst two DoFs. The actuator of the third DoF is floating.

The 3-DoF device by Birglen et al. (2002) uses a spherical parallel mechanism. The

mechanism has a FCM, but does not allow a linear motion along the axis passing through

the FCM. The 6-DoF haptic device developed by Lee et al. (2001) uses parallel structure

and non-floating actuators. In order to move the moving platform about a fixed point, all
DoFs should be controlled in a coordinated manner. Furthermore, the mechanism has

undesirable singular configurations in its workspace. At singular configurations, haptic

devices cannot properly reflect force.

6 FcM is defined, in this thesis, as a point which is inside the mechanism and the end-effector of the
mechanism spherically rotates about that point.
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Yoon and Ryu (2001) described the design of a 6-DoF haptic device based on parallel
mechanisms. The device does not have a FCM and all the power chains are kinematically
coupled. The seven-axis haptic device by Hayward (1995) uses a hybrid mechanism
consisting of a serial configuration for positioning and a parallel configuration for
orientation. The orientation mechanism comprises of two five-bar linkages driven by
pulleys.

The haptic pen developed by Stocco et al. (2001) uses two 3-DoF five-bar
mechanisms that provide three translations and two rotations of the end-effector. The
sixth DoF (roll) is provided by an actuator mounted on the five-bar mechanism. The
mechanism has a singular configuration within its workspace which is eliminated by the
addition ofa redundant actuator.

Vlachos et al. (2003) developed a 5-DoF haptic device which is used as part of a

training simulator for urological operations. The mechanism consists of a 2-DoF, five-bar
mechanism and a 3-DoF spherical joint. Alt fìve actuators are base-mounted and the

orientation DoFs are decoupled. For applications such as ultrasound imaging, however, it
is highly desirable to have a linear force feedback along the roll axis of the spherical
joint. In this device, the desired force feedback along the roll axis demands undesirable
simultaneous movements of all DoFs.

Duriez et al. (2001) developed a 3-DoF parallel mechanism creating a spherical
surface with a variable radius. It was used to simulate abdominal movements during
ultrasound examination. The mechanism does not have a FCM and all DoFs are

kinematically coupled. Koizumi et al. (2007) developed a complete tele-echography

system including a hand-controller. The hand-controller has 6 DoFs to achieve arbitrary
positions and orientations of an ultrasound probe (see Figure l-6a). A parallel link
mechanism was used for positioning. The degrees of freedom in the orientation and
positioning mechanisms seem to be coupled and the actuators are floating.

Marchal and Troccaz (2004) reported development of a l-DoF haptic probe, whose
position and orientation is tracked using a magnetic localizer (see Figure l-ga). The
tracker is attached to an element integrating a floating motor and a ball screw for
transmitting linear force. The entire device must sit on a surface to establish a FCM.
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Remarks

Within the context of ultrasound imaging, the existing robotic arms and haptic
devices described above, have one or more of the following undesirable characteristics:

l- lack of suitable DoFs for producing standard clinical motions of ultrasound
examinations,

2- absence of RCM in robotic arms and FCM in haptic mechanisms to facilitate 3-D
ultrasound examinations,

3- existence of singular configurations in the workspace of robotic wrists and haptic
mechanisms,

4- kinematically coupled DoFs in haptic devices and robotic wrists,

5- floating electric motors in the haptic and robotic affns as the main source of excess

inertia and diff,rculties for sterilization of robotic arïns,

6- lack of effrcient static balancing of the haptic mechanisms,

7- lack of one-to-one control-action correspondence between haptic devices and robotic
arTns,

8- large size of the robotic arms, and

9- no reasonable access to patients by attending nurse.

1.5 Objectives of this Thesis

In view of the above discussion, it is obvious that one needs to design a new robotic
wrist and a corresponding hand-controller which overcome the drawbacks of the
available devices prior to this work while keeping the advantages. The usability of the
outcome devices should be evaluated by ultrasound experts to facilitate its future clinical
trials.

The first objective of this thesis is to develop a robotic

specifications:

wist having the following

1- The wrist mechanism should be able to move the

that is located outside the mechanism. During 3-D

placed on the patient's body.

ultrasound probe about a RCM point

ultrasound examination, this point is
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2- The wrist should provide a singularity-free workspace. Singularities can deteriorate

ultrasound images taken by wrist during ultrasound imaging (Delgore et al. 2005). At
singular configurations, actuator saturation, breakdown and undesirable motion happen.

3- The wrist should have structural rigidity. Parallel manipulators provide higher

structural rigidity than serial ones.

4- The wrist should have decoupled DoFs. Kinematic decoupling allows one motion of
the ultrasound probe by only actuating one kinematic chain. This will significantly
simplifu design and implementation of control algorithms. Most parallel manipulators

have coupled DoFs (Carricato and Castelli 2004). Achieving kinematically decoupled

DoFs in parallel mechanisms is challenging.

5- It is desirable to have a compact and light wrist. This will increase the portability of
the device which is important in mobile tele-ultrasound systems (Delgore et al. 2005).

6- To maintain the contact between ultrasound probe and the patient's body and to
capture continuous ultrasound images, the wrist should be able to apply palpation forces

up to 20 N (Guerin et al.2003).

7- Ultrasound probe velocities vary during free-hand ultrasound examinations. The

robotic wrist should be able to move the probe with the average velocity of 3ols

(Salcudean et al. 2000).

8- The ultrasound probe should move in a conical workspace with a vertex angle up to
60o. The palpating motion should be about 30 mm (Guerin et al. 2003).

9- The wrist should operate in a safe manner. Ikta and Nokata (l9gg),Morita and Sugano

(1995) and Khodabandehloo etal. (2003) have developed and quantified safety aspects of
the medical robots. Safety goals which are to be considered in the design of the proposed

wrist are:

a- There should be reasonable access to the patient by the attending nurse.

b- The electrical actuators should be as far as possible from the patient. They must be

isolated to prevent electrical shocks and facilitate cleaning.

c- In case of power failure, the manipulator should fail in a safe and predictable manner.
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d- The inertia of the moving elements should be kept low. This will reduce the impact
force between the patient and the manipulator (Ikta and Nokat a lggg). parallel

manipulators give the ability to place all actuators on the ground and consequently reduce
the inertia of the wrist and the size of the actuators.

The second objective of this research is to develop a force reflecting hand-controller
which is suitable for remote ultrasound examination. The following factors should be
considered in the design of the device:

1- The device should be able to generate standard ultrasound movements about a fixed
center-oÊmotion (FCM), resembling the pivot point of the ultrasound probe on the
patient's body. At the same time, the hand-grip must also slide as much as 30 mm along
the axis of the probe passing through the pivot point for maintaining continuous pressure
between the remote probe and the patient's body (Guerin et al. 2003). Further, the output
force of the device applied to user's hand should be uniform over the entire workspace.

2- The device should be statically balanced. Static balancing implies that no operating
effort for the actuators or the operators, apart from acceleration and deceleration, is
needed to move the device from one configuration to another. Static balancing reduces
operator fatigue and actuator's inertia size. It also improves inherent safety in case the
operator lets go of the hand-controller.

3- The opetator's hand gestures when she/he holds the hand-grip should resemble holding
an ultrasound probe' This will increase the quality of force feedback because different
joints and muscles have different input force bandwidth (Brooks 1990). It also makes the
use of the hand-controller more intuitive since the operator can move her/tris hand and
consequently the slave wrist in its most natural way (Kulishov and Lakota lggS).

4- The workspace created by hand-controller should be singularity-free. Hand-controllers
cannot simply avoid singular points, because they are operated by user,s random
commands. At singular points, mechanisms lose or gain degrees of freedom; thus, force
cannot be reflected properly.
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5- structural rigidity is an important factor which enables

higher forces (Orlov 1979). parallel mechanisms provide

serial ones.

the hand-controller to tolerate

higher structural rigidity than

6- The DoFs should be kinematically decoupled to provide force feedback to the
operator's hand along each ultrasound motion direction with only one actuator.
Decoupled kinematic also reduces the amount of power train inertia.

7- Inertia of the moving elements should be kept low to reduce fatigue, which in turn
affects the quality of tele-operation. Since actuators are the main sources of inertia in
haptic mechanisms, they should be placed on the base.

8- The power train should be backdriveableT, especially when the position eïîor loop is
used for force control (Daniel and Siva 1990). Although considered in this thesis,
backdriveability is not always an asset especially when the operator lets go of the haptic
(Kulishov and Lakota 1988; Madhani l99g).

9- The DoFs in haptic and wrist should have one-to-one position correspondence
(control-action correspondence), i.e. any control action by the physician and its resulting-
change in the remote robotic wrist moves equally and in the same direction (Sheridan,
1992). It has been argued that, it is very easy for the operator to lose track of relative
position and orientation between remote arm and operator's hand. This is particularly
aggravated by one's having to observe the results of remote manipulation through video
or other displays such as ultrasound, or by not having one-to-one position correspondence
(sheridan, 1992). Therefore, the probe orientation in the wrist mechanism should always
be aligned with the orientation of the operator's hand. This simplifies control algorithms
and removes operator's mental load from thinking of the relative position between herlhis
hand and the probe.

7 According to Ishida and Takanishi (2006), qualitative definition of backdriveability is that when theouþut axis of a mechanism is moved by a force, this motion is conveyed through the poíer ftansmission tothe input axis' The level of easiness of force and motion transmisJion from output axis to input axis isdefined as backdriveability.
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1.6 Scope of this Thesis

This thesis focuses on the mechanical design, kinematics analysis, prototyping and
performance evaluation of a novel 4-DoF robotic wrist and haptic device suitable for
remote ultrasound examination of patients (see Figure 1-11). In particular, this thesis
elaborates on features that have not been previously explored, all together, for ultrasound
application. This thesis also presents the complete mechanical design of both systems
which fulfill the objectives outlined earlier. Control and communication systems are
implemented not as the focus of this work but to make the entire robotic system work.

Specif,rcally in this thesis, the detailed and embodiment design of the 4-DoF robotic
wrist is described. The modifications to the previous wrist by Najaf,r (2004) include:
changing the design of the universal telescoping joints from single-stage to double stage
to reduce the height of the wrist, changing the detail design of all joints, cable routings,
and combinatory module to make them practical in terms of increasing rigidity and
decreasing friction and inertia of the new device. The complete prototype of the 4-DoF
ultrasound wrist is constructed. The prototype enables physician to remotely maintain the
contact between ultrasound probe and patient's body which is vital for proper ultrasound
imaging' The 4-DoF haptic device in this thesis is statically balanced using only a tension
spring which required a new design for mechanism's linkages and their arrangements.
The inertia of the device is significantly reduced by changing the arrangement and
miniatutization of the elements of the third DoF which provides force reflection to the
operator hand' Complete prototype of the device is made and its technical characteristics
such as static balancing performance, static-friction break away force, and maximum
achievable impedances are evaluated. The effect of fixed center-of-motion created by
hardware is investigated and its results are compared with the ones of an SMNI
PHANToM device in which the FCM was created by virtual fixtures. Anal¡ical static
output force and output force enor analysis have been presented for the haptic device.
Complete forward kinematic analysis is presented for both wrist and haptic devices based
on successive rotations. The relationship between the actuators and the ultrasound probe
rotations are determined for both devices. The Jacobian matrix of both devices are
derived based on loop-closure equations which considers all the constraints involved in
the parallel structure of both devices. New computer interfacing hardware is developed
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for both haptic and wrist in which the devices are connected together through Internet
using campus network. Bilateral control is implemented to enable physicians to remotely
control the motion of the wrist device while feeling the contact force between remote
probe and patient. Ultrasound imaging tests of kidney, spleen, livers, and heart of a few
volunteers are done during the development of the new wrist and haptic devices.

Figure 1-11. General view of robotic system for remote ultrasound imaging.

The outline of this thesis is as follows: Chapter 2 describes the conceptual and
embodiment design, kinematics analysis, and prototyping of the 4-DoF robotic wrist
suitable for remote ultrasound imaging. Technical specifications of the robotic wrist
including workspace, overall dimensions, and inertial properties are determined and
presented in this Chapter.

Chapter 3 addresses the conceptual and embodiment design, kinematics and output
force analysis, and performance evaluation of the 4-DoF force reflecting hand-controller
for remote ultrasound examination. Performance evaluation aims to examine the
technical characteristics of the device including inertial properties, static balancing,
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static-friction break-away force, maximum and uniformity of the output force, and
maximum/minimum achievable impedances. Additionally, the performance evaluation
identifies the effect of fixed center-of-motion on remote ultrasound examination task.

Chapter 4 describes computer interfacing and performance evaluation of the entire
experimental setup. Force and position tracking responses between the haptic device and
robotic wrist are described. Ultrasound imaging tests of the kidney, spleen, liver and heart
of the volunteers is presented in this Chapter.

Chapter 5 summarizes the contributions of the thesis and presents ideas for future
work.
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Chapter 2

Design of lJltrasound Robotic wristl
This Chapter describes the development of a 4-DoF robotic wrist to enable physicians

to perform ultrasound diagnosis on patients located in remote areas. This Chapter also

describes how the basis structure of the wrist is conceptualized to satisfy the objectives
outlined in Section 1.5. Detailed design, kinematics analysis, and preliminary evaluation
of the prototype wrist are presented.

2.1 Basic Structure

There are various planar or spatial mechanisms in the literature which provides
circular or spherical motion of the end-point (Artobolevsky 1979). Spherical five-bar
linkage mechanisms can provide pitch and yaw motions of the ultrasound probe. They
can be designed very light. However, singular conf,rgurations may happen in the middle
of the workspace (ouerfelli and Kumar lgg4). Circular-slider mechanisms are planar and
provide the circular motion of the end-point. Two circular sliders can be derived by crank
mechanisms or pinion gears (Artobolevsky 1979; Sclater and Chironios 2001). They can
also be combined together in serial and parallel configurations to provide pitch and yaw
motions. Circular sliders, however, are heavy and need precision machining. Another
idea is to combine two spherical linkages in serial to provide a 2-DoF spherical
mechanism. However, actuators will be floating in this mechanism.

The basic structure of the proposed wrist was inspired by the mechanism introduced
by Stanisic and Duta (1990). They presented a symmetrically actuated double pointing
system, which was a basis for a singularity-free workspace. It consists of two circular
links carrying circular sliders. Circular sliders are pined together to generate a 2-DoF

t Some material of this Chapter has been published in:
Najafi, F' and Sepehri N. (2007). Hand controller and wrist device. US patent No. 7,204,l6g.
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mechanism' Circular slides aÍe heavy and costly and need precise machining.
Additionally, the center of rotation is located on the plane in which the actuators are
located' A simple mechanism that achieves the same motions consists of two six-bar
pantographs shown in Figure 2-1a. Each link in this mechanism is easy to manufacture
and can be built light' The end-links of the pantographs (E¡F' and,E2F2) are connected
together by a revolute joint. By rotating the links A¡B¡ and A2B2viatwo actuators, point
R of the revolute joint moves on the hemispherical workspace. This mechanism has two
decoupled DoFs in which the singular configurations are located on the great circle of the
hemisphere' By holding the links E¡F¡ and EzFz in vertical position, and rotating links
A1B¡ and A2B2 about o as much as s with respect to the horizontal plane will move the
remote center-oÊmotion (RCM), o, outside the wrist mechanism (see Figur e 2-lb).
Although, this slightly reduces the workspace of the pantograph, the actuators and
moving links AIBI and A2B2 are moved away from the RCM. The mechanism shown in
Figure 2-1b is a parallel mechanism to provide the pitch and yaw scanning motions of the
ultrasound probe.

)

?<----).,.

9oo

(b)

Figure' 2-1' wrist mechanism: (a) 2-DoF parallel wrist with a singularity-free workspacein which DoFs are decoupled; (b) 3-DoF iarallel wrist with a singularity-free workspaceand decoupled DoFs with RCM. O.
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The rotational motion of the ultrasound probe along its axis is achieved by combining
two universal joints connected by a shaft and actuated by an electric motor (see Figure 2-
1b)' Since point R moves on a sphere, the distance between the centers of the universal
joints changes. Therefore an axial sliding motion is required for the shaft connecting the
two universal joints. The redundancies of the axial slider and universal joints allow the
universal telescoping joint to idly follow the motion of the two pantographs while
independently transmitting the actuator's torque to the revolute joint of the pantographs.
This produces a decoupled rotational motion about the radius oR of the created
hemisphere (Figure 2-1b). The rotational motion serves two purposes: (l) it can be used
for rotational motion of the ultrasound probe; (2) it can also be converted to a sliding
motion along the axis of the probe for palpating purposes, which will be discussed in
detail in Section 2.2.4.

2.2 Embodiment Design

This section presents the detailed descriptions and assemblies of the wrist. Figure 2-2
shows the front and back view of the wrist. This design uses the basic kinematics
architecture discussed in the previous Section. A pair of six-bar pantographs is mounted
on the circular frame to define the first two DoFs of the ultrasound probe. The circular
frame is connected to the columns and the upper housing which accommodates electric
actuators.

2.2.1 Design of First and Second DoFs

The end-links of the pantographs are connected together with ball bearings. Both end-
links are hollow to provide enough space to accommodate the combinatory module for
the third and fourth DoFs which will be discussed in Section 2.2.4. Since the
interferences between linkages and the connecting shafts make the workspace small,
special crank-shafts have been designed to allow the linkages to move freely without
interference with other connecting shafts (see Figure 2-3). carchas been taken to ensure
rigidity both in the plane of the pantographs and in their normal planes. The electric
actuators can be connected to the input shafts for applications where the closeness of the
actuators to the RCM is not of concern. However, regarding the ultrasound application, it
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is preferred to connect each actuator to its pantogr aph viacable drives. An open-loop
cable drive system has been designed to prevent slippage of the cable (see Figure 2-3).
The driver and driven pulleys are fixed to the actuator and input shafts respectively.
cables pass through guiding pulleys. A cable tensioner designed to adjust the cable
tension' A second encoder can be added on the input shaft to check the breakage ofthe
cable for safety issues.



4 electric
actuators

Upper
housing

Columns

Circular frame

(a)
(b)

i:i:îï:. 
G.eneral view of 4-DoF robotic wrisr: (a) fronr view of rhe wrist; (b) back
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Cable tensioner

First encoder

Electric actuator 3

Driver pulley

Cable

Six-bar pantograph

End-link I and 2

Guiding pulleys

Second encoder

Driven pulley

Input shaft

RCM

Figure 2-3. Power train of each of the first two DoFs of the wrist.

2.2.2 Design of Third DoF

The third DoF has been designed to produce a sliding motion of the ultrasound probe
along the axis of the probe which is herewith called parpating motion (see Figure 2-4).
The third DoF maintains the contact between probe and patient. Its power train consists
of an electric actuator, an upper universal joint, inner telescoping joint, lower universal
joint and finally the combinatory module. upper universar joint is connected to the
electric actuator' The lower universal joint is connected to the pantograph,s end-link by

nk-shafts !
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decoupling ball bearings (not shown). The inner telescoping joint permits torque
transmission from upper to lower universal joint, while its length between the two
universal joints increases when it idly follows the motion of the pantograph,s end-link. In
order to shorten the overall height of the wrist, inner terescoping joint has two stages. The
first and second stages use a combination of ball spline and linear shafts, respectively.
The rotary motion is delivered to the combinatory module to generate the palpating
motion of the ultrasound probe. The combinatory module is inside the pantograph,s end-
link and will be described in section 2.2.4. The close-up view of Figure 2-4 shows the
power train of the third DoF where it follows the movement of the first two DoFs created
by six-bar pantographs.

2.2.3 Design of Fourth DoF

The fourth DoF creates rotational motion of the ultrasound probe about its axis. Its
power train consists of an electric actuator, first cable drive, an outer telescoping joint,
second cable drive and combinatory module (Figure 2-5). The combinatory module is
placed inside the pantograph's end-link. The upper universal joint is actuated by the first
cable drive' The lower universal joint is connected to the pantograph,s end-link by
decoupling bal bearings (not shown). outer terescoping joint has two stages
accomplished using linear shafts. The outside diameter of the lower universal joint is the
driver pulley for the second cable drive in which a cable passes through guiding and
driven pulleys' The driven pulley is connected to the end-link of the pantographs through
a decoupling ball bearing' Therefore, the rotary motion of the fourth electric actuator is
transmitted to the driven pulley of the second cable drive. This rotary motion is delivered
to the combinatory module to generate the rotational motion of the ultrasound probe.
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2'2'4 Design of Combinatory Module for Third and F,ourth DoFs
This module has two inputs and two outputs (Figure 2-6). Themodule converts rotary

motion of the third DoF (first input) into the palpating motion of the ultrasound probe to
maintain the contact between ultrasound probe and patient's skin. It also transmits the
rotary motion of the fourth DoF (second input) to the rotational motion of the ultrasound
probe' since these two DoFs are kinematically decoupled, the module can produce
independent palpating or rotational motions of the probe by each of the two actuators.
spiral motion can also be achieved if both actuators work simurtaneously.

The lower universal joint from the third DoF is connected to the ball screw via a
multi-jaw coupling which allows easy insertion of the module inside the wrist. upon
driving the ball screw, the slider slides on the linear shafts with respect to the base-plate.
The slider is connected to the spline shaft by a decoupring ball bearing to decouple the
rotary motion imparted by driven pulley from the sliding motion of the slider. The outer
housing is fixed to the driven pulley which receives its rotary motion from the power
train of the fourth DoF (see Figure 2-6). The ball spline nut allows free relative axial
motion of the probe while transmitting the rotary motion. The ball spline shaft is
connected to a force sensor and connector. The pantographs orient the module about the
RCM, and the module provides palpating and rotational motions of the ultrasound probe.
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2.2.5 Discussion

All DoFs in the present wrist are kinematically decoupled, i.e., each required motion
of the ultrasound probe is accomplished by only one kinematic chain activated by an

electric actuator. The ultrasound robot by Poignet at al. (2003) is a serial manipulator and

uses coordinated joint control to move the ultrasound probe. Robots with coordinated
joint control have pivot flexibility and increased maneuverability. However, according to

Taylor and Stoinovici (2003), for medical applications, RCM mechanisms with
decoupled motions, as in the proposed wrist, are safer due to their decoupled motions and

simplicity in control implementation.

All RCM mechanisms introduced in the literature, prior to this work, use either serial

or hybrid configurations to achieve decoupled DoFs and a singularity-free workspace

(Taylor et al. 1995; Faraz and Payandeh 1998; Salcudean et al. 2000; Vischer and Clavel

2000). The present design introduces, for the first time, a parallel version of a RCM
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mechanism with decoupled DoFs and, as will be shown later, with singularity-free
workspace.

Compact wrists allow portability towards mobile tele-echography applications
(Delgorge, et aL.2005). Using two six-bar mechanisms in parallel brings the footprint of
the new wrist to the order of 192 x 192 mm. Additionally, the weight of the moving
elements in the prototype wrist is 2.5 kg. According to Ikta and Nokata (lggg),reducing
the weight of the moving elements decreases the potential of high impact between robotic
arm and patient.

Ultrasound transducers, connectors and cables must be frequently sterilized (Muradali
et al' 1995)' Using parallel mechanisms with remote cable actuation in the present wrist
separate electrical actuators from the linkages and moving components near the probe
and thus simpliS' disinfection procedure. This characteristic has not been observed in
other devices including those reported by Mitsuishi et al. (2001), Masuda et al. (2001),
Gonzales et al' (2001), and vilchis et al. (2007). The current practice is to either use
presterilized bags around most of the robot and sterilize only the tool holder (Taylor and
stoinovici 2003) or, seal all floating actuators to allow cleaning.

Ultrasound robots designed by Masuda et al. (2001) and Gonzales et al. (2001) both
embrace the patient's body and there is no reasonable access to the patient. proper
arrangement of power trains in the present design moved all the wrist elements above the
ultrasound probe. Therefore, there is enough access to the patient by the attending nurse.
The ultrasound robots developed by Salcudean et al. (2000) and Delgorge et al. (2005)
also allow reasonable access to the patient.
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2.3 KinematicsAnalysis
Forward kinematics consists of finding the position and orientation of the implement

(ultrasound probe) given motor joint variables. With reference to Figure 2-7,the fixed.
frame {xoyoz.} is attached to point o as the RCM of the wrist. The moving frame

{X,,,Y,,2,,,} is attached to the tip of the ultrasound probe. Initially, the moving frame

coincides with the fixed frame. The first two rotations d, and 0, occurabout the axes x,
and Y,. Axes x, and Y, are ]ocated in the planes xoZo and. ysZs,respectively. The

third rotation 2roccurs about the axis Zrof frame {x2y2z2}, the frame resurting from
the first two rotationsfland Br.The4th motion is the radial displacement rof the tip of
ultrasound probe along the axis Zr.

M

X,,,, þt

"7
Figure 2'7' coordinate transformation between the fixed frame {x0y0z0} and moving
frame { X,,Yu,Z o,} frames.

The axis x,is rotated as much as ø with respect to axisxo. Moreover, due to
geometrical constraints between two pantographs, the rotation 0, about axis x, causes
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the axis 26 to rotate as much as p,

(Tsai 1999):

0

cþt

sþt

where

tano, =tan þ'
cosa

s.x, = 0

S.zr=g

Solving Eqs. (2.3) simultaneously, we have:

about axisXo. Its rotation matrix can be written as

(2.r)

(2.2)

(2.3a)

(2.3b)

(t
Rot(X.,, , = 

[3

(o,,
Rot(S, pr) =l o^

Io,,

0ì
- rp,l

"p, )

and c andsdenote "cosine" and "sine" functions, respectively. Detailed derivation of
Eq' (2.2) is presented in Appendix A. The second rotation g, occurs about axis { . Due to

geometrical constraints between the two pantographs, the rotati on lrcauses the axis Zrto

rotate as much asp, about the unit vector S in a plane which contains ZrandX,.

Therefore, the unit vector ,s(s*,,sr,,s") is normal to unit vectors x,(ca,O,-sa) and

Zr(O,-sB,,cpr)desuibed in the fixed frame {X.YoZ0}. The orthogonality condition leads

to the following Equations:

lsy=

The rotation matrix about axis S(s,,.rr, s, ) can then be written as (Tsai 1999):

Qtz

Qzz

osz

where

orr:(s,' -lxl- cB)+l; at2 = sxsy(l-cþr)-s,spr; a3

ca sß.
,lù-----" 

./t - s'a ct B,
(2.4)

otr l
anI
or)

(2.s)

sa sp,

I- s2a c'p,

JJ

= J,s, (l - cþr) + s rsp,



a2t = s rs y(l - cþr) + s -s pr ; ezz : (s r' - l)(l - c pr) + 1 ; ar, = srs, (1 - c þr) - s,s þ,

o3t = s xs zQ - c þr) - s rs þ, ) on = srs, (l - c þr) + s,s p, I an = (s,' - l)(l - c pr) + I

The relationship between angles p, and I is given below:

tan(þz-ry) = ca s0'- sa ca c0, 
-

s rsa s0, - sø c9r(s,ca + s,sa) + s,c0, c2d

ce = sþt (s,sø + s,cø) + s rcp, ca

(2.6a)

(2.6b)

Detailed derivation of Eq. (2.6) is given in Appendix B. The first two rotations B, and

p, occut about axes Xo and S described in the fixed frame {XoYoZr}, respectively.

Therefore, the resulting rotation matrix is obtained by pre-multiplying the two rotation

matrixes described in Eqs. (2.I) and (2.5). The third rotation 2roccurs about the axis

Zrof the frame {X2Y2Z2}, therefore the third rotation matrix should be post-multiplied.

Rot (B r, þ r, 0 r) = Rot (þ z, S) Ro t (p,, X ) Rot (0 r, Z,) (2.7)

The elements of the homogenous transformation matrix that describes transformation

from frame { X,YoZo} to {X,,Y,,2,,,} is now obtained as:

, _( notfP,, þr, 0r) 
rr*r)

[ 0,,',,

Rot(pr, þr,0r)<r.r¡(0 0 ,)''
I ,*,

u;,',)

ør^ 
|t)

(2.8)

(b,,

"'"1 = 

I 
;t,

Io

b,, b*

brr. b,
b, brt

00

where

br, = arrc0r+arrcp, s0r+ arrsB, s0, ; br, = -arrs0r+arrcp, c7r+arrsp, c0,

br, = -arrsp, + arrcpri bv = -arrrsp, + arrrcp,

br, = orrc0r+ arrcp, s0, + arrsp, s0r; br, = -ctrrs0r+ a.,rcp, c0, + arrsp, c0r;

br, = -arrsp, + arrcpr', bzq = -arrrsB, + arrrcB,

br, = arrc9, + arrcp, s0, + arrsB, s?r; br, = -arrs?, + a3rcÞt c0, + arrsp, c0,

br, = -errsp, + arrcBr', bzq = -arrrsBr l arrrcp,
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In which a¡i are the elements of the Eq. (2.5). r is the radial displacement (palpating

motion) of the moving platform {x,,y,,,2,,,} with respect to point o as shown in Figure 2-

7.

Eq$ (2'2) and (2.6) describe the relationship between angles p, and. prand their

corresponding angles 0, and 0r.Input shafts of the pantographs are connected to their

corresponding actuators by cable drives with transmission ratio one (see Figure 2-3).

Therefore, we have: 0l' = 0, and 0i, = Q,

Due to use of universal telescoping joint, rotational position 0, is different from its

corresponding motor's position 0!' (see Figure 2-8a). However, they are not constant-

velocity joints (sclater and chironios 2001; Johnson and willems igg3) meaning thar
input and output velocities of the joint are different. Consequently, this effect shows itself
in the universal telescoping joints used for the third and fourth DoFs.

With reference to Figure 2-8a, the velocity difference in a universal telescoping joint
can be removed if two yokes on the telescoping joint lie in one plane and, þr: /, . Thus,

the transmission ratio between the actuator's angle 0]" and the ultrasound probe á, is
one' In the present wrist design, the yokes on the telescoping joint are located in one
plane' However, the deflection angles þ, and. þ, arenot equal. The relationship between

0{and á, is (Johnson and Willems 1993):

tanl, = tan1!':S4
cosQ2 (2.e)

(2.10)

(2.rt)

Angles þ, and Ø, üe the deflection angles of the upper and lower universal joints,

respectively (see Figure 2-8), and can be calculated in triangle oRe as:

_1 .. oR
Ør = Srn-'(sinW. 

^)
þz = fr- sin-r qsin,y.p¡

QR'
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where lengths OR and OQ are selected in the current design as 420,688 mm, respectively

(see Figure 2-8a). With reference to Figure 2-8, OPRS is a cone covered by a portion of a

sphere created by two pantographs in which O is the RCM and the angle 2y is the

vertex angle of the cone. QP and QT are the lengths of the universal telescoping joint in
fully extended and retracted configurations, respectively. Angle r¿ in Figure2-Ba,is the

angle between axes zoand zr(see Figure 2-7) andcan be obtained by:

costr = 
úñ= 

-atzsþt + arrcB, (2.t2)

In Eq. (2'12), uroand uz2ate unit vectors along axes Zoand, Zrdescribed in the fixed

frame {XoYoZo}.

Equations (2.9), (2.10), (2.1i) and (2.12) are now used to show the difference

between the actuator rotation and the rotational position of the ultrasound probe at

different orientation, ry , (see Figures 2-8a andz-Bb).
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Figure 2-8. (a) Orientation of probe and universal telescoping joint; (b) variation of
probe rotation, á3 , versus motor rotation, 0{ , at different orientation , ry , of probe.
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The radial displacement, r, is due to

universal telescoping joint connected to

probe (see Figure 2-6), which can

(Berezovsky et al. 1 988):

nP0.

2n

converting the rotational motion of the inner

multi-jaw coupling into palpating motion of the

be obtained from the following relationship

(2.13)

where n=l and P=4mm are the number of starts and pitch of the ball screw,

respectively. 0o is the input rotational motion of the ball screw. Due to use of universal

telescoping joint for the third DoF, input rotational position áo is also slightly different

from its corresponding motor's position, 0'0" .Therefore, we have:

tanLo - tan0'0" Y+
cosQ2 (2.t4)

The relationship between the actuator and the ultrasound probe velocities can be
found by applying a loop-closure method described by Tsai (1999) and kinematic
relations outlined above:

la tf,,' ,=l¡\u*,.lei, e;' a;, (2.1s)

leï,e;' ,e;' ,e';'l and [õ v]'are actuators angular velocities and ultrasound probe

velocities, respectively. Detailed derivation of the Jacobian matrix, -/, is given in
Appendix B. The velocity state of the tip of the ultrasound probe based on actuator,s
velocities is simulated for the full range of motions of all motors, i.e., from

[-35",-35', -90',-90'] to [35',35', 90', 90"]with constant speed (see Figures 2_9).

The speed of each joint is selected so that the complete range of each joint is traveled in
10 seconds.

e;'Ï
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Singularity Anølysis

An important limitation of parallel manipulators is that singular configurations may
exist within its workspace where the manipulators gain or lose one or more DoFs. In this
Section singular configurations of the proposed wrist are investigated and it is shown that
the proposed wrist provides a singularity-free workspace. For pantograph mechanisms,

singular conf,rgurations happen only when points o , E , and B, (see Figure 2_l0a) lie on
a straight line, which makes each pantograph in a fully-stretched or folded-back position.
In this configuration, the wrist loses one DoF. At the same time, if both pantographs

rotate until EF lie in a plane consisting axes A,B, and ArBr, it creates four possible

configurations for the wrist mechanism. In these configurations, the mechanism gains one
more DoF, i'e., the ultrasound probe gains small motions even though the pantograph,s
actuators are locked' It is seen that, all singular configurations occur at the boundary of
the great circle of the hemisphere which is physically unreachable by the ultrasound
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probe' Therefore, this type of mechanism creates a singularity-free workspace for the
ultrasound probe.

Universal telescoping joints of the third and fourth DoFs follow the spherical motion
generated by the first two DoFs idly. Singularity conf,rgurations simply occur when the
deflection angles of each universal joint becomes 90'. Figures 2-l0b and 2-l0c show
singular configurations of the universal telescoping joint. In Figure 2-10, configuration
(b) can not happen because oR is designed to be less thanoe. In order to avoid singular
configuration (c) in the middle of the workspace of the pantographs, the following design
condition must be met once dimensions oR and oe arechosen.

V+Qt > 90" (2.16)

(c)

Figure 2-10' (a) Simplified structure of wrist (b) singular configuration of pantograph;(c) geometrically impossible singular configuiation ãr telescoping join! (þ possible
singular configuration of telescoping joint.

\'u/lt.*2

(d) v,
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2.4 Prototype Device

Figure 2-11 shows the prototype of the wrist. The pantographs creafe the first two
DoFs of the wrist. These two DoFs generate yaw and pitch motions of the ultrasound

probe about RCM. The third DoF is a palpating motion in order to maintain the contact

between the probe and the patient. The fourth DoF generates a rotational motion of the

probe about its axis. .

The wrist structure is made of ordinary aluminum except for the shafts which are

made of steel. The weight of the moving elements of the 4-DoF wrist is approximately

2.5 kg. The inertia matrix of the prototyped 4-DoF wrist has been calculated at the center

of mass using "SolidV/orks" software package.

'i)1

Io -Iry
-Iy Iw

-Iu -I"y

63.0 - 33.8

-33.0 39.1

7.2 - 15.0

7.2 \
- 15.0 

l. 
t o-'

80.0 j
kg.rn'

The footprint and height of the wrist is (lg2 mmx 192 mm), and 750 mm,
respectively. The nominal workspace of the ultrasound probe is a cone with 50" as vertex

angle. This workspace is achieved by replacing ordinary shafts with the crank-shafts

allowing the linkages to pass through the centerline of the shafts. Other specifications of
the 4-DoF robotic wrist are given in Table 2-1. Each DoF is driven by a permanent

magnet brushed DC motor equipped with planetary gearbox and a digital encoder (2000

counts/Rev). In this prototype, two of the actuators are directly connected to input shaft

ofeach pantograph.

Table 2-1. General specifications of prototype 4-DoF ultrasound robotic wrist.

Axis Range of
motion

Motor Gear
ratio

Motor
torque/force

Yaw +25" Maxon RE 36 lll:l 88.5 mNm
Pitch +25" Maxon RE 36 llt I 88.5 mNm

rotation + 90o Maxon RE 25 84: I 29.3 mNm
palpation 32mm Maxon RE 25 84: I 24 N (measured)
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Proportional and derivative control scheme is used to drive each electric motor.

Typical step responses for DC motors are shown in Figures 2-12 fo 2-15. First,

proportional gains were tuned to achieve a satisfactory performance based on steady-state

error and transient response. In the next stage, derivative gains were tuned to modiff the

transient responses. one axis force sensor2 ltctttKD 50 N, by omega) is mounted

between the ultrasound probe and the end-effector of the wrist. The force sensor directly

measures the contact force between ultrasound probe and patient's body. The

measurement information can either be used in wrist local force control or be transmitted

to the remote force-reflecting hand-controller to provide force feedback to the physician.

2 The maximum ampìitude of the force-sensor noise was measured and is equal to 0. I N. The measured
forces by the force sensor goes through a first order low pass filter with cuioff frequency of I Hz. The
average applied force to patient's body by the ultrasound probe during a typical kidney examination is 0.5
N.

4t



Figure 2-11.4-DoF robotic wrist for remote ultrasound diagnosis.
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2.5 Surnrnary

A novel 4-DoF robotic wrist for remote ultrasound imaging has been designed and

constructed. The proposed wrist has a set of specifications which make it suitable for
ultrasound diagnosis. It has 4 degrees of freedom (DoFs) built upon parallel mechanisms

to provide main clinical motions of the probe required for ultrasound imaging and has a

remote center-of-motion (RCM) which is located outside the mechanism. The existence

of a RCM in the kinematic chain of the mechanism enables the wrist to perform the 3-D

ultrasound imaging with 4 DoFs. All DoFs are kinematically decoupled from each other.

Kinematic decoupling improves the safety of the manipulation by generating each motion

of the ultrasound probe by actuating a single kinematic chain. The workspace produced

by the proposed wrist is singularity-free and all actuators are placed on the ground to

reduce inertia of moving elements and to simplify disinfection-procedure. The wrist
allows a reasonable access to the patient by attending nurse. There is no contact between

moving elements of the wrist and patient's body except at the tip of the ultrasound probe.

These features (remote center-of-motion parallel mechanism, decoupled DoFs, and

singularity-free workspace) have not been simultaneously considered in the robotic

systems developed prior to this work and described in Sectio n 1.4.1.
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Chapter 3

Design of lJltrasound Haptic Devicet
This Chapter describes the development of a 4-DoF force reflecting hand-controller

to enable physicians to remotely manipulate the ultrasound wrist described in the

previous Chapter. The basis structure of the haptic device is described that satisfies the

objectives outlined in Section 1.5. Detailed design, Kinematics analysis, force analysis,

prototyping, and technical performance evaluation of the haptic device are also presented.

3.L Embodiment Design

The 4-DoF haptic device is shown in Figure 3-1. It has been designed to meet the

requirements outlined in Section 1.5. For the first two DoFs, two eight-bar parallel

mechanisms are mounted on the fixed plate to produce the hemispherical motion of the

hand-grip about the FCM. The eight-bar mechanisms are connected together by a

revolute joint.

The third DoF provides a sliding motion along the axis of the hand-grip. With
reference to Figure 3-1b, the power train for the third DoF consists of an actuator, a

universal joint and a cable drive. The input of the universal joint is connected to the

output of the cable reducer. The center of the universal joint coincides with the FCM. The

rotational motion of the actuator and the universal joint is converted into the sliding

motion of the hand-grip by a cable drive. The cable drive consists of driver and driven

pulleys, frame, cable and hand-grip. The drive pulley is fixed to the connecting shaft of
the universal joint and its rotational motion is decoupled from the frame by decoupling

ball bearings inside the frame (not shown). Therefore, the driver pulley rotates freely on

t 
Some material of this Chapter has been published in :

Najafi, F. and Sepehri N. (2008). A novel hand-controller for remote ultrasound imaging. Mechatronics,
18(10): s78-s90.
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the frame while driving the cable. One side of the cable is fixed to the hand-grip which

slides on a ball spline shaft. The universal joint allows the cable drive to follow the

spherical motion generated by parallelograms, while transmitting actuator's rotary motion

into the sliding motion of the hand-grip. The eight-bar parallelogram mechanisms carry

the weight of the third DoF's power train. Additionally, the interaction forces between

user's hand and the hand-grip is distributed among the eight-bar parallelogram

mechanisms.

Rotational motion of the hand-grip (fourth DoF) is measured by an encoder (Figure 3-

1b). The center of gravity of the mechanism is located on the axis of the hand-grip

regardless of the orientations of the device. The total mass of the eight-bar mechanisms

and cable drive is statically balanced by a zero-free-length tension spring which will be

described next. Each power train in the parallel mechanism can be equipped with base-

mounted actuator to provide force feedback along each motion of the ultrasound probe.
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Figure 3-1. 4-DoF force-reflecting
power train of the third and fourth
hand-grip.

hand-controller: (a) general view of device; (b)
DoFs producing sliding and rotational motions of

(b)

3.2 Design for Static Balancing

Static balancing techniques for mechanisms can be categorized as active or passive.

Active balancing utilizes electric, pneumatic, or hydraulic actuators (Rivin l9B8). For

example, Agrawal et al. (2001) described the design of an active gravity balanced planner

mechanism, where auxiliary parallelograms were used to physically locate the center of
the mass of the mechanism.

Passive balancing uses springs or counterweights. Counterweight balancing ensures

that the center of mass of the mechanism remains fixed for every configuration of the

Eight-bar
parallelogram
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mechanism. Counterweight balancing has been used in the 3-DoF parallel haptic device

by Steger et al. (2004). In some haptic devices, the weights of the electric actuators were

used as counterweights (Hayward et al. 1998). However, using counterweights, the

overall inertia of the device will increase.

Static balancing using tension springs ensures that the total potential energy of the

mechanism is constant at every configuration of the mechanism. Tension springs have the

advantage of low inertia and high output force over using counterweights (Herder 2002).

This will result in increased bandwidth and acceleration and decreased actuator size.

A combination of spring, cam, and cables can also be used to statically balance the

weight of mechanisms when the center of gravity changes on a predefined path in space

(Tidwell et al. 1994; Kobayashi 2001). Static balancing of parallel manipulators using

counterweights or springs has been thoroughly studied by Wang and Gosselin (1999,

2000) in which 3,4 and 6 DoF parallel manipulatoÍs were statically balanced using 2, 5

and 12 tension springs, respectively.

In this thesis, a tension spring is used to statically balance the weight of the hand-

controller. Thus, to provide insight into static balancing using springs, the conditions

associated with a single body pivoting on a spherical joint are described based on the

method presented by Gosselin (1999). With reference to Figure 3-2, the body with mass,

nt, is mounted on a 3-DoF spherical joint, O. The center of mass is located at the tip of
line OC. A fixed coordinate frame {XoYoZo} is attached to the base with its origin in O

and its Zs axis pointing in the direction opposite to the gravitational acceleration vector.

It is possible to choose attachment points and stiffness, K for the spring to obtain a

statically balanced system for any orientation of the body with mass m. The conditions

for balancing are obtained by imposing that the total potential energy including

gravitational and elastic be constant with respect to orientation of the moving body.

According to Gosselin (1999), for mechanism shown in Figure 3-2,wehave

toðt =yl"Å\"Élttmg
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J'

Figure 3-2. Spherical 3-DoF single-body mechanism balanced with one spring (Gosselin
2000).

Equation (3.1) shows that a 3-DoF body that can undergo arbitrary pure rotations

about a fixed spherical joint can be balanced for all configurations using a single spring

(Gosselin 1999). The total potential energy in the system remains constant for any

orientation of the body, and hence the system can be brought to a static equilibrium

without any external force or torque. Note that, the complete static balancing of the

mechanisms using tension springs is only possible when the un-stretched length of the

spring is equal to zero. There is no tension spring that has such a capability. However,

such an elastic element can be realized by a combination of tension spring, cable and

pulleys as shown in Figure 3-3.

To fully take advantage of the above balancing method in the design of the hand-

controller presented here, the overall center of gravity must move on a sphere.

Combining two eight-bar parallelogram mechanisms on two perpendicular planes allows

the overall center of gravity to move on a sphere over the entire workspace (Figure 3-4a).

This unique characteristic is achieved by knowing that the diagonals of a four-bar

parallelogram mechanism bisect each other, and the center of gravity always remains on

the intersection of the diagonals, and moves on a circle. Furthermore, in order to increase

the rigidity, four-bar parallelograms are combined together as shown in Figure 3-4b. In

the resulting eighrbar mechanism, the distance between the center of gravity and the
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center of base link remains constant at different orientations of the mechanism.

Therefore, the resulting multi-linkage mechanism behaves similar to a rigid body

connected to ground by a spherical joint, and can be statically balanced by a zero-ftee-

lengfh tension spring as in Figure 3-3. Figure 3-5 shows how the hand-controller

mechanism is statically balanced using azero-free-length tension spring.

Pulley

Cable

B

J'

Y

Figure 3-3. Implementation of azero-free-length tension spring.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3-4. Static balancing of two symmetric eight-bar mechanisms: (a) two symmetric
mechanisms on two perpendicular planes with center of gravity moving on a sphere for all
configurations; (b) center of gravity moves on a circle at different orientation oieach eight-
bar mechanism.

Zero-free- length
tension spring

Figure 3-5. Static balancing of hand-controller with zero-free-length tension spring.
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3.3 Remarks

Remark 1- The structure of the proposed mechanism can be altered by changing or

reducing the number of linkages. Figure 3-6b shows asymmetric version of the device.

This mechanism uses two six-bar pantograph mechanisms which is simpler than the

mechanism in Figure 3-6a. Figure 3-6c shows a version which uses two double-

parallelogram mechanisms located in two perpendicular planes. A much simpler

configuration uses two two-link mechanisms (Figure 3-6d). All links can also be removed

which leads to the mechanism shown in Figure 3-6e. The footprint of the mechanisms

reduces from configurations 3ato e. Mechanisms shown in Figures 3-6a,3-6c and 3-6e

can be statically balanced by a single tension spring. Mechanisms in Figures 3-6b and 3-

6d have simpler structures, but cannot be balanced with a spring. The mechanism shown

in Figure 3-6e can only provide force feedback along the axis of the hand-grip.

Measurement of joint axis in other DoFs can be challenging in this mechanism. The

mechanism in Figure 3-6a has higher structural rigidity than the one shown in Figure 3-6c

and was chosen in this work. Comparisons between all configurations are summarized in

Table 3-1.

Table 3-1. Comparison between design configurations.

Design a Design b Design c Design d Design e

Static balancing with spring

Structural simplicity {^/
lsimnlestl

Possibility of providing of
force feedback (pitch (l),
yaw (2), palpation (3) and

rotation (4) axes)

I 2 3 4 I
.,

3 4 2 3 4 I 2 3 4 2 3 4

! {
Fooþrint ./././

(Smallest)
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Figure 3-6. Possible configurations: (a) symmetric eight-bar mechanisms; (b) asymmetric
six-bar pantograph mechanisms; (c) symmetric double-parallelograms; (ài asymmetric
parallelograms; (e) one DoF sliding motion.
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Remark 2- One may argue that using symmetric mechanisms as in Figures 3-6a and

3-6c, adds more weight and inertia to the haptic mechanism as compared to the

asymmetric mechanisms shown in Figures 3-6b and 3-6d. Here we show that given the

same structural stiffness, the symmetric mechanism becomes lighter than asymmetric

one. A simple model of six-bar and two-link mechanisms shown in Figures 3-6b and 3-6d

is a cantilever beam shown in Figure 3-7a. A simple model of eight-bar and double

parallelogram mechanisms shown in Figures 3-6a and 3-6c is a cantilever beam fixed at

both ends shown in Figure 3-7b. The maximum deflections of models at points Aland
A2 under static force, F, are given by (Popov 1976):

v - 
Flrt

At 
3EIl

v Flrt
'n' - rgzEl,

(3.2a)

(3.2b)

where E,and I,=b,h,tl72Q=1,2)aremodulusof elasticityandareamomentsof inertia,

respectively. If the models have the same structural deflection, i.e., yot =y,cz, the relation

between widths of the beams should be b, = 8ór, assuming h, = h, In this case, the

model shown in Figure 3-7ais four times heavier than the second model in Figure 3-7b,

i.e. mr:4mr. In terms of mass moments of inertia, I*= XZ*,(b,, rh,2¡, çt:1,2¡

comparison between 1,,, and Ir** assuming m, = 4m, and b., = Bb, reveals fhat

Iro ) 4Iro.Therefore, the symmetric mechanism shown in Figure 3-7b can be designed

four times lighter than the asymmetric mechanism in Figure 3-7a, but with the same

structural stiffness. Furthermore, the open-loop or mechanical bandwi dth,ø, = ^lkf m , of

the symmetric mechanism,ar,=Jkl*r, is two times greater than the one belonging to

the asymmetric mechanism, ør,, = ^firffi, since they have the same structural stiffnessÆ.

Remark 3- Designs presented in Figures 3-6a and 3-6c have uniform structures

leading to uniform distribution of reaction forces at the joints. This results in uniform

friction forces inside revolute joints. Uniform frictional behaviour is a desirable feature in

haptic devices since it increases the fidelity of the force reflections (Vlachos et al.2003).
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(a)

Figure 3'7. (a) Simple model of six-bar pantograph mechanism under load F; (b) simple
model of an eight-bar mechanism under load F.

3.4 KinematicsAnalysis

In this section, forward kinematics of the mechanism is derived using Euler angles

about moving frames. Detailed derivation of Jacobian matrix is presented in Appendix E.

Forward kinemstics

With reference to Figure 3-8, frame {X0Y0Zo} is attached to point O representing the

FCM of the hand-controller. Frame {X,,,Y,,Z,,} is attached to the hand-grip. Initially, the

moving frame {xn,Yn,z,,} coincides with the fixed frame {x.y.zo}. The first two

actuator (motor) rotations 0i'and 0i' occur about axes Xoand Iowhere the pantograph's

actuators are located. The rotation 0]" occurs about the new axis Zrof frame {X2y2Z2},
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resulted from the first two rotations 0i' and 0!' .Theradial displacement, r , of the hand-

grip occurs along axis Zr.

Figure 3-8. Coordinate transformation between fixed frame {XoYoZo} and moving

frame{ X,,,Y,,Zn }.

'With reference to Figure 3-8, rotation 0i" about axisXo causes axis Zo to reach to

axisZr. Its rotation matrix can be written as (Tsai 1999):

(t o o \tt
Rot(Xo,2i') =l0 c0,"' - s1i' 

I

[o sei' 'oï )
where cand s denote'cosine' and'sine' functions, respectively.

Rotation 0i' about axis Io, causes axis Z, to rotate about the moving axis

frame {XrYrZr} as much asp:

(3.3)

M
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(rþ 0 r/l
Ror(Y,,Ð=lo l0l

[-'p o 
"p )

AngleB is obtained from the following relation

te:' : tþ
' cqi'

r in Eq. (3.5) denotes 'tan' function. Detailed derivation of

Appendix D. The rotation 0| is about axis Zrof moving frame

matrix can be written as:

(3.4)

(3.s)

Eq. (3.5) is given in

{X2Y2Z2} . Its rotation

(t7i' - se;" 0l
Rot(2r,0'0") =l sZi' ce';' 0 |

Io o t)

Therefore, the elements of the homogenous transformation matrix

transformation from frame {X 0Y0Zo\ to {X,,,Y,,,2,,,} is..

(3.6)

that describes the

, _( no1e,"' , þ,0'0" ) (r,r)

[ 0,,.,,

Rot(2i" , p,eï ),"r, (0 0 ,)'
1 

1,*,¡

t'o 
I

tro 
I

hl
1)

(3.7)

(t,,

,",,)-lt,'
) t,,,

Io

ttz trt

trt trt
tt tt

00

where

Rot (0,'" þ, 0 i" ) : Rot (x o, 0 i" ) Rot (Yr, B) Rot (Z r, 0 l" )

and

tt = cþ c9'i'

tn = -cþ s9'i'

tn=sþ

t1a=rsp
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tzt = c2,to' s0[' + s9i' sB c9i'

tzz = c1l" ce';' - s9i" sP s?i'

tzs = -s9i' cþ

tz+ : -r s2i' cP

ty = s9l" se';' - c2i" sp c0['

tn = s2l' c9i' + c9i' sp s0'0"

tß = c?l" cþ

tz+=tc9i'cP

In Eq. (3.7), r is the radial distance of the hand-grip from point O. It is related to the

third rotation 9i (see Figure 3-10) as follows:

e:,d.

2
(3 .8)

where d, is the diameter of the driver pulley.

Note that due to the universal joint (see Figure 3-10), rotational angle 0! is different

from its corresponding actuator angular position 0{ . They are however related by the

following relationship (Hinkle 1960; Johnson and Willems 1993):

tr\l = to;'
(3.e)n cv/

¡zis cable reduction ratio (see Figure 3-10). V is the angle between axes Z0 and

Zrshov'n in Figure 3-8, and can be obtained in terms of actuator rotations from by the

following equation:

cv = cþ cqÏ : c¡t-t çc2r"' t?i')lc?i'

6T

(3.10)



Síngulariþ Analysis

Investigating Eq. (e.8) in Appendix E, indicates that it is physically impossible for the

haptic mechanism to have both vectors foa"c¿l and foÊ"eÍ) become zero

simultaneously. Therefore, singular configurations happen only when one of the vectors

is zero. In these configurations, each pantograph is in a fully-stretched or folded-back

position as shown in Figures 3-9a and 3-9b. The hand-controller, in these conf,rgurations,

loses one DoF. Additionally, the determinant of the right-hand side of Eq. (e.7) in
Appendix E, is zero when both pantographs rotate as much as 90o. Four more singular

conf,rgurations as shown in Figures 3-9c to 3-9f can happen. In these conf,rgurations, the

mechanism gains one additional DoF, i.e., the hand-grip can move even though all
actuators are locked.

Finally, with respect to the third and fourth DoFs, since they follow the spherical

motion generated by the first two DoFs idly, singular configurations only occur when the

deflection angles of the universal joints becomes 90' (see Figures 3-9a to 3-9f)

The above analysis shows that all singular conf,rgurations occur at the boundary of the

great circle of the hemisphere which is physically unreachable by the hand-grip.

Therefore, the proposed design creates a singularity-free workspace.
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Figure 3-9. Singular configurations of hand-controller with simplified structure. In
conf,rgurations (a) and (b) hand-controller loses one DoF. In configurations (c), (d), (e)
and (f) hand-controller gains an extra DoF.

3.5 Output Force Analysis

3.5.L Maximum and Uniformity of Output Force

Providing force reflection along the axis of hand-grip assists physicians to properly

maintain the pressure between the remote probe and the patient's body in ultrasound

examinations. This Section describes the maximum magnitude and uniformity of static

forces that the hand-controller is able to apply against the user's hand along the axis of its

grip. With reference to Figure 3-10, motor torque and position, T{' and 0j" , are

converted to torque and position, T; and 0{, by the cable reducer. Torque and position,

T,{ and 0{ , at the output of cable reducer are converted next to, Tl' and 0!, by the
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universal joint. Finally, Ti' and 0i are converted to output force and displacement,{ and

r , of the hand-grip via the cable drive. The following relationship exists between the

input and output rotational angles of the universal joint (Johnson and Willems 1993;

Sclater and Chironis 2001):

tan1j' = aosì// tan?i (3.1 1)

where ty (hand-grip orientation) is the angle between hand-grip and vertical axis.

Hand-grip

Cable drive

Universal joint
(0:;,r;)

@:,7;)
Tt

dz

f; Cable reducer

DC motor

Figure 3-10. Power train of third DoF showing torques and angular positions.

In static equilibrium, the relation between input and output torques of the universal

joint, T{ and f" is:

F¡

;
(r,¡r)\

.t1u - cos'e!' ryrtt =;;;¡*glt

Combining Eqs. (3.11) and (3.12),

7u - 
COS'I/ ,,'t-@1t

(3.r2)
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'With 
reference to Figure 3-10, we have T{ -nT;", T{ =F3412, and r:40:/2

where lt, ds and r are cable reduction ratio, diameter of driver pulley at the cable drive,

and radial displacement of the haptic-grip, respectively. Therefore, the applied force, -F3,

on the user's hand along the axis of the hand-grip is:

2ncosry
(3.14)

F3_
r{'

drlsin2 ,ï,. "os' 
,y 

"or'1?L¡1

Equation (3.I4) describes the analytical relation between motor torque, Ti' , and the

output force, Fr, as a function of hand-grip displacemeît, r, and orientation, y. Using

Eq. (3.14), variation of the output force ,{ is simulated and shown in Figure 3-11 for

Tl" =lNmm, dt=22mm, -60" 3V 560", -15<r <15 mm, and n =5. The dashed-

rectangle shows the workspace of the device presented in this thesis. From Figure 3-11,

the lower bound of the output force is 0.45 N/lrlmm. The maximum continuous and stall

torque of the selected actuator (RE25 Maxon motor) are 29.3 Nmm and 129 Nmm,

respectively. Thus, the lower bounds of the output force, -{, using maximum continuous

and stall torque of the actuator, are 13.2 N and 58.1 N, respectively which are enough for

ultrasound imaging applications (Guerin et al. 2003). Moreover, the variation of the

maximum output force in the workspace of the device is less than l0%o which is

desirable.
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Figure 3-11. Iso-value output force per unit motor torque QllAtmm) on user's hand for
Ti' =INmm, dt=l1mm, -60" < ty s60', -15 <r <15 mm, and n=5

3.5.2 Output-Force Error
Once a force is exerted to user's hand, elastic members of the hand-controller deflect.

In the present hand-controller, the power train of the sliding motion of the hand-grip

consists of a DC motor, cable reducer, universal joint, and cable drive (see Figure 3-10).

The deflection of the cable reducer and cable drive, combined with the motion of the

universal joint affect the accuracy of the output force on the haptic-grip. The deviation

between the intended force and the actual output force applied to the user's hand, lAfl, is

called force error. The relative output force error is then defined as the ratio of force

error,l Â.F l , over the acting force, l F l , that can be exerted (Mason and Salisbury 1985).

In this Section, we derive the analytical expression of the relative output force error for

the present hand-controller.

With reference to Figure 3-10, deformation of the cable at the cable reducer leads to a

position error, Aáj (Townsend and Salisbury 1988):

0<0:'<y"2^e;: FILgLdq'"J,EAd,
u3
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where Trand Trarc the high and low tension sides, respectively. E and I are module of

elasticity and cross sectional area of the cable, respectively. In the cable reducer, the

driver pulley is threaded which engages the cable in a way to form a friction drive. Two

or three warps is sufficient to prevent the cable from slipping on the pulley since the ratio

of the high to low tension sides of the cable increases exponentially with wrap angle.

Thus, with reference to Figure 3-10 for the cable reducer, we have

T, _ ,rr,
T2

Lei = oe; 
hfan-' 

(cos r¿ tanl!' )l = Le; #ffi*,

Lo!: l!t!zd'¿6;, e<ei <i)'¡tEAd4

where

F, _ ^or,
F2

The total position effor can be obtained by adding Eqs. (3.17) and (3.1S):

Letotat :Le;'+Le{

(3.16)

p and y,.arcthe coefficient of friction in cable-pulley assembly and wrap angle for cable

reducer, respectively.

Position error of the cable reduc er, A,0{, results in a position erïor, L0! , at the output

of the universal joint which can be found using Taylor series and Eqs. (3.11) and (3.15):

(3.r7)

Similarly, position error due to the deflection at the cable drive , Le{ , can be obtained as:

(3. 1 8)

(3.1e)

The output torque of the universal joint, Ti' , has the following relation with the high

and low tension sides of the cable drive (see Figure 3-10):

T{ =0.5ds(4-Fr)
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The relation between output torque of the universal joint,

Tr"' canbe found using Eq. (3.13):

Ti= ncost//

sinz 0l'+cos' ry cost 0;'

Combining Eqs. (3 . I 9), (3 .20), and (3 .21), we have :

T:'

Ti , and the moto¡ torque

(3.21)

T;', (3.23)

4= naosì//

0.5d3Q - þ>ft "' ei * cos' ty cos' ei¡
(3.22)

The total position error, Le:^'', creates an output force error, aFt, which can be

calculated using Taylor series and Eq. (3.22):

T;'

^4 
= Le;,", 

# 
= ¡gtotat 4ncosq sin2 t{sin7i cos2l'

' orO-|Xtin2 ol' +cos' ytcost e;,¡,

Therefore, the relati lTl, 
t, determined using Eqs. (3.22)and (3.23) asve torce error,, =l-n 

I

follows:

2 A el, ot sin' ry tanl?!-¡

J-"tan'(;) +cos" ty
43

Tl- (3.24)

Equation (3.24) describes the relative force error,rT ,based on the total deformation of

the cables, Le:o'"' , radial displacement of the hand-grip, r , orientation of the hand-grip,

ty , and diameter of drive pulley, dr. Figure 3-12 shows the relative output force error of

the hand-grip for 4=12 ffiffi, dz=60mm, dr=dq=22mm, -60'< V/ <60",

-15<r<I5 mm) n=5, E=2I}GPa, A=l.6xl0-7 m2,p=0.6i, ff =y,=6n rad,

and T{' =129 Nmm (Motor stall torque). This Figure shows that the relative force error
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of the haptic is % 0.8 which indicates a high-fidelity static force reflection considering

the effect of cable deformation and universal joint of the power-train.

Figure 3-12. Relative output force error of hand-grip over entire workspace.

3.6 Prototype Device

System and Charscterßtics

Figure 3-13 shows the prototype hand-controller. The sliding motion of the hand-grip

is driven by a Maxon permanent magnet DC motor (RE 26) and cable reducer (reduction

ratio: 1/5) to provide force feedback to the operator's hand along the axis of the hand-

grip. The continuous output torque of the DC actuator is 29.3 Nmm and the range of the

sliding motion is 32 mm.

The workspace of the hand-controller is a cone with vertex angle as much as 70o

which is adequate for performing ultrasound examination (Guerin et al. 2003). The

workspace of the hand-controller is singularity-free. The footprint and height of the

device ate (232 mm x 232 mm), and 280 mm, respectively. The inerlia matrix of the

prototype device has been calculated at its center of mass, using SolidWorks, and for the

device in its upright position.
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The haptic structure is made of ordinary aluminium except for the shafts which are

made of steel. The weight of all the moving elements is 452 gr. The weight of the device

is effectively balanced with a zero-free-length tension spring of stiffness 0.4x10-3

kg/mm when the hand-grip is in the middle of its stroke. The spring stiffness is chosen

based on Eq. (3.1).

Figure 3-13. Prototype of hand-controller with force reflecting hand-grip and close-up
view of cable drive.
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Støtic Balancing Test

In order to test the performance for static balancing, the hand-grip was moved in

various orientations by an operator for about 4.2 sec and before the operator lets go of the

hand-grip (Figure 3-14). As is seen, the mechanism remained stationary which showed a

satisfactory performance for static balancing. Similar results were repeatedly achieved

throughout the entire workspace.

Relatíonship between Control Signal ønd Output Force

The relationship between the control signal and output force applied to the user's

hand along the axis of the hand-grip was also obtained experimentally (Figure 3-15). A
miniature force sensor (LCMKD 50 N, by Omega) was used within the hand-grip.

Control signal was incrementally increased while output force was measured which

showed a linear pattem. This result was used for output force calibration of the device

during remote ultrasound imaging which involved force reflection to operator's hand.

S tøtic-fric tio n B reak- øw ay Fo rc e

The static-friction break-away force is defined as the minimum open-loop force

increment when the change of the hand-grip position is the position resolution of the

hand-grip (Yoon and Ryu 200I). This force was measured for the sliding motion of the

hand-grip and is equal to 0.26 N (see Figure 3-16). This force was measured by

incrementally increasing the weight-compensated hand-grip until it started to move. The

measured static friction force for the present device is similar to the haptic device

reported by Yoon and Ryu (2001).
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Figure 3-14. Demonstration of static balancing of prototype device.
arbitrarily and then released at about -18" and 20" orientation.
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Figure 3-16. Static-friction break-away force along the axis of hand-grip.

3.7 Performance Evaluation

3.7.1 Evaluation of Entire Device

Virrual surface simulation was used to measure maximum achievable wall impedance

while keeping the device stable. Stability is defined as a situation where sustained

oscillations occur at the onset of contact. The virtual surface is modeled as a spring-

damper system (Yoon and Ryu 2001):

Fo,goru = -alK(X na,d - X,,rB""¡ + PBX,,",,ul
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where a and B are constraints, K is the wall stiffness and B is the wall damping

coefficient. The Constraints ø and B are:

It
A:1

l.0

and

tf Xnor¿ ) Xnulor"

tf X^nu S Xn,4or"

n lt ,f kn*,u ) op=7' t0 if xno,¿ 30

The parametera provides the force to the hand-grip only when the operator's hand

penetrates inside the surface. The parameter p ensures that the damper does not provide

any force on the hand-grip when it is moved away from the surface. In this experiment,

the operator moved the hand-grip downward from zero position to contact and then to

penetrate inside the surface. Stability was evaluated by recording the position

(penetration depth) of the hand-grip. The maximum surface stiffness without inducing

sustained oscillations was found to be 5 N/mm. The Figure 3-I7a shows virtual surface

simulation for the maximum surface stiffness. The maximum surface damping without

stiffness was found to be 0.1 Ns/mm. Figure 3-17b shows virtual surface simulation for

the maximum surface damping without stiffness. The maximum surface stiffness and

damping without creating sustained oscillations at the boundary of the surface were found

to be 5.6 N/mm and 0.06 Ns/mm, respectively (Figure 3-I7c).
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Figure 3-17. Virtual surface simulation without inducing sustained oscillations: (a) for
maximum achievable surface stiffness of 5 N/mm and without damping; (b) for maximum
achievable surface damping of 0.I Ns/mm without stiffness; (c) foi -ã*i*u* achievable
combined surface stiffness of 5.6 N/mm and damping of 0.06 Ns/mm.
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3.7.2 Effect of Fixed Center-of-Motion

3,7.2.1Introduction

In a conventional ultrasound examination, a physician moves an ultrasound probe in a

circular motion about a fixed center-of-motion (FCM) on the patient's body. A
considerable performance measure in this task is the operator's ability to minimize the

effor movements, i.e., unwanted movement of the probe in the plane other than the one

containing desired scanning motion. Without minimizing the error movements during

scanning, the operator would run the risk of not successfully capturing the intended

ultrasound images. This problem can be amplif,red in any robotic-based ultrasound

examination task.

The developed haptic device in this thesis has a physical fixed center-of-motion to

facilitate 3-D imaging. As far as remote ultrasound imaging using a hand-controller is

concemed, the benefit of having a fixed center-of-motion (FCM) on remote ultrasound

task performance has not been investigated in the prior work (Vilchis et al. 2003;

Koizumi et aL.2008; Delgorge et al. 2005; Marchal and rroccaz2004).

In this Section, the effect of FCM on the user performance of the developed haptic

device is studied. The results are compared with the performance of the general-purpose

and widely-used OMNI PHANToM haptic device which does not have a physical FCM.

A canonical task closely representing the main motion of the ultrasound task was chosen.

The subjects were asked to perform the task with minimum hand-trajectory errors. Task

completion time, root-mean-square of error of operator's hand-movements, and error

band (peak-to-peak error), were chosen as performance indices.

3.7.2.2 Task Description

A canonical task which simulates the circular motion, + 25o, of an ultrasound probe

about a FCM on the patient's body, is shown in Figure 3-18. This experiment investigates

if the haptic device developed in this thesis allows operators to execute this task without

introducing unwanted gross orientation on the plane orthogonal to the plane of the

desired motion.
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Figure 3-18. Pitch scanning motion of an ultrasound probe about a fixed center-of-
motion.

User Interføces

The first interface employed the developed haptic device. In this interface, the

operators performed the pitch task about FCM in XZ plane and about Y axis (Figure 3-

19a). The error angle was measured as unwanted angular motion about X axis. A constant

1 N force was applied to the user's hand along the axis of hand-grip in all orientations.

The second interface used a commercially available OMNI PHANToM2 device

(Figure 3-19b). In this interface, in order to assist the operator to perform pitch scanning

task about Y axis, the gimbal center of the PHANToM device was confined in XY plane

by creating a virtual fixture of cylinder type with wall stiffness of 0.3 N/mm and radius of
I mm. A constant 1 N force, representing the contact force between probe and patient's

body, was applied to the operator's hand only along the Z axis to allow the operator to

hold the FCM in place. The error angle was measured as unwanted angular motion about

X axis.

Two numbers were shown on computer monitor for both interfaces, the first number

showed the pitch angle and the second number showed operator's hand-error.

2 
OVnqt PHANToM is a six DoF haptic device with force reflection capability along XYZ axes. Technical

specifications of the device are: (r) nominal position resolution of 0.055 mm; (lr) maximum ouþut force 3.3
N at nominal position of the device.
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User display

(a) (b)

Figure 3-19. Interfaces for pitch scanning task: (a) ultrasound haptic; (b) Phantom virtual
cylinder.

Experimental Pro cedure

Ten subjects participated in this experiment. All of them had previous experience

using standard joysticks. Each of the 10 subjects performed 10 trials for each interface.

Prior to the trials, participants practiced until they felt comfortable with both interfaces.

In order to initiate each experimental trial, the users had to locate the end-effector of the

devices at the starting position of the circular path. The participants were then instructed

to scan the path for ten times within 2 minutes and to maintain the error angle as small as

possible. The task completion time was recorded for the movement of the end-effectors

from the start position to the end position for each trial. During the task, time history of
the measured effor angle was recorded so that the root-mean-square3 lnn4S¡ of enor as

well as error band could be calculated for each trial. This set of experiments used a 2

(interface) x I (task) factorial design. The independent variables were interface types. For

each experimental condition, the users performed 10 trials. This gave a total of 10

3 
The root-mean-square of collection of n values {xpxrr,..,x,,} is defined as .tr/ùv,s = .In

mathematics the root mean square also known as quadratic mean, is a statistical measure of the magnitude
of a varying quantity. It is especially useful when variables are positive and negative. The result is a
measure of the magnitude of a set of numbers. In other methods such as average and mean, the positive and
negative numbers cancel each other.
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(subjects) x 2 (inteffaces) x i0 (trials) -- 200 trials. The design was fully counterbalanced

on interface type.

Results

Figure 3-20 shows typical hand and error trajectories for pitch scanning task using the

above mentioned interfaces. Error trajectories decrease from PHANToM to ultrasound

haptic device (Figures 3-20b and 3-20c). The results of the statistical analysis are

presented below. Figure 3-21 shows the mean completion times for both interfaces. The

results of the univariate analysisa show that there is no significant difference between

interfaces (p:0.074). However, it took longer for the subjects to perform each trail for the

ultrasound haptic device as compared with the PHANToM, probably, due to higher

inertia of the ultrasound haptic.
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Figure 3-20. (a) typical hand-trajectory during pitch task for a randomly selected subject;
(b) typical error trajectory for ultrasound haptic interface; (c) typical error trajectory for
Phantom virtual cylinder interface.

a Univariate analysis explores each variable in a data set, separately. It looks at the range as well as the
central tendency of the values. The value of P shows that if there is a significant difference between
interfaces. ln particular, P < 0.05 indicates that the smallest and largest means of interfaces are
significantly different from each other.
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Figure 3-21. Mean task completion times.

Figure 3-22 shows RMS of errors for each interface. A univariate analysis was used for

comparing the RMS of errors. The results show that there is no significant difference

between interfaces (p:0.183). However, the performance of the PHANToM device is still

lower than the ultrasound haptic. According to subjects, they were more comfofable with

the stiff FCM created by hardware as compared with the FCM created by software.

Ultrasound haptic Phantom v¡rlual cl

lnterface type

Figure 3 -22. Mean RMS errors.

The error band for each interface is also shown in Figure 3-23. The results of a

univariate analysis show that there is no significant difference between interfaces
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Díscussion

From the above results, there was no significant difference in task completion time, RMS

of errors, or error bands for interfaces in this experiment. The device proposed in this

thesis has a FCM created by hardware. The PHANToM device was programmed to

provide a FCM and to allow the user to move the stylus in a spherical coordinate system.

The performance of the PHANToM device, in terms of RMS of errors and error band,

was still lower than that of the ultrasound haptic interface. According to participant

comments, the ultrasound haptic that uses physical FCM gave more support to hand

motions during pitch scanning task. This result is inline with Vilchis et al. (2003) who

physically fixed the center of PHANToM's gimbal mechanism when used for remote

ultrasound examination. Moreover, the FCM created by mechanical hardware keeps the

device in its workspace in case of power or software failure while in haptic mechanisms

with FCM created by software, the mechanism collapse and move out of its intended

workspace. In this case, the remote robotic arm will follow the haptic motions and

generate unwanted motions on patient's body.

3.8 Summary

A novel 4-DoF force reflecting hand-controller for remote ultrasound imaging has

been designed and constructed. The proposed force reflecting hand-controller is built

ullrasound haptlc
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upon parallel mechanisms with base-mounted actuators, has 4 degrees of freedom to

provide standard clinical motions of ultrasound imaging, and has a fixed center-of-motion

(FCM) located inside the mechanism. The existence of FCM in the kinematic chain

enables operators to perform ultrasound examination with only 4 DoFs leading to

reduction of the inertia of the moving parts. User perforrnance evaluation shows that

operators are more comfortable with the FCM created by hardware as compared with the

FCM created by software. The proposed hand-controller in this thesis, exhibits a one-to-

one-mapping between its movements and the movements of the ultrasound probe at the

remote site. Moreover, all DoFs are kinematically decoupled from each other, i.€.,

independent drive system with base-mounted actuator for each degree of freedom.

Finally, the workspace produced by the proposed hand-controller is singularity-free. The

proposed device consists of miniaturized mechanisms with reduced inertia and intrusion

with operator's hand. A novel balancing technique has also been used to statically

balance the weight of the device by only a tension spring. The above mentioned features

(parallel mechanism with base-mounted actuators, existence of physical FCM, decoupled

kinematic, and static balancing) have not been simultaneously observed in the other

haptic devices prior to this work.
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Chapter 4

Experimental Setup of the Entire
Robotic System
This Chapter describes the entire robotic system for remote ultrasound imaging. In
particular, hardware setup, computer interfacing, and control implementation of the

robotic system are presented. Experimental setup used for technical as well as ultrasound

imaging evaluation of the system is presented.

4.1 Overview of the System

Figure 4-1 shows the entire robotic system developed in this thesis. The patient side

consists of an ultrasound machine, a 4-DoF robotic wrist holding an ultrasound probe, a

3-DoF Scara robot (built by Quanser) for holding the robotic wrist, and video cameras.

The physician side consists of a 4-DoF force reflecting hand-controller, a 2-axis spring-

loaded joystick, and video displays. The two sides are connected together by Internet.

Using this setup, the physician is able to remotely relocate the ultrasound probe on

the patient's body. This is done using the 2-axis joystick to control XY position of the

Scara robot and consequently ultrasound probe. Joystick's push buttons enable the

physician to lock the XY position of the entire wrist at the specific area of the patient's

body. The physician then places the probe on the patient's body by moving the slider of
the haptic device and consequently the robotic wrist along the axis of the ultrasound

probe. The physician also feels the contact force between the probe and the patient's

body. A force sensor is placed between the ultrasound probe and the wrist's end-effector

to directly measure the interaction forces between the probe and the patient's body. Upon

achieving contact between the probe and the patient's body, the physician is able to

change the orientation of the probe by moving the remaining DoFs of the haptic device in

order to capture the desired images of the affected organ.
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Patient-side views

2-axis joystic¡ 4-DoF Ultrasound haptic
device

Distance
barrier

Ultrasound
machine

Scara robot

wrist
Camera Patient

Physician side Patient side

Figure 4-1. Proposed robotic system for remote ultrasound imaging.

There is a one-to-one position mapping (control-action correspondence) between

colresponding DoFs in the hand-controller and robotic wrist and standard scanning

schemes for ultrasound imaging (see Figure 4-2). This means, any control action by the

physician and its resulting change in the remote wrist mechanism move equally and in the

same direction. Therefore, the probe orientation in the wrist mechanism is always aligned

with the orientation of the physician's hand. This makes the usage of the system intuitive

and it is believed to reduce physician's mental load.

The physician uses camera views of the patient side when she/he is coordinating the

Scara robot and wrist motions. 3-D cameras could be deployed which provides better 3-D

perception for the physician. During ultrasound examination, the physician concentrates

on the ultrasound images and haptic feedbacks coming from the patient's side.
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Pitch scanning

Figure 4-2. Motion correspondence between standard ultrasound motions, 4-DoF hand-
controller, and robotic wrist.

4.2 Computerlnterfacing
Figure 4-3 shows computer interfacing of the robotic system. Patient and physician

sides are connected to each other through Intemet. As network communication protocol,

UDP (User Dafagram Protocol) is implemented using Cr* 5ss¡.t programming. Using

campus network, the measured network round-trip delays between two sides is less than I

ms.

Devices at both the physician and patient sides use similar control hardware as shown

in Figure 4-3. They use Pentium 4 with 2.6 GHz CPU. Robotic wrist, 3-DoF Scara robot,

hand-controller, and joysticks are conrìected to their computers via Q8 data acquisition

boardsl, by Quanser, and LSC servo amplifiers by Maxon motor. The Q8 boards support

I Th. g.n..ul specifications of the board are:(Ð PCI interface;(¡Ð PCI bus width 32-bit;(iir) bus speed 33
MHz. The key features of the device are: (r) 8 x l4-bit (for 0-100% to the A/D convefter the resolution is
0'006 %) programmable analog inputs (+ l0 V) with 56 kllz sampling frequency; (ti) 8 x l2-bit (resolution
0.025%) D/A analog voltage outputs (+ l0 V); (lir) 8 x 32-bit (resolution 0.001%) encoder counter. The
board provides a high accuracy resolution for the application studied in this thesis.
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all inpuloutput applications. Each servo amplifier is a linear servo controller to control

the current of each permanent magnet DC actuator.

Physician Side Patient Side

Figure 4-3. Schematic of computer interfacing.

In the proposed system, the physician is able to move and position an ultrasound

probe on the entire body of the patient. Position control is preferable in applications

calling for precise coordination of end-effector's movement. This method allows the

physician to move the ultrasound probe as much as 25 mm for the maximum deviation of
the joystick from its neutral position. Therefore, this method does not allow the physician

to generate coarse motions over the patient's body. However, the physician is able to

move the ultrasound probe over a long range of distance by multiple movements of the

joystick.

A system capable of controlling the position of the robotic arm in remote side and at

the same time reflecting forces to operator's hand by a haptic device is known as bilateral

servo system (Kulishov and Lakota 1988). It is believed that this type of control

l=llr-=h
lrnt.,ru.. ll=lll l*,
lHard'"areï-f I lL-TrrI I L_lE¡i::¡:l''t

Joystick Haptic Device Control Hardware iControl Hardware Roboric Dev¡ce
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architecture enhances task performance in remote ultrasound examinations. A bilateral

servo system as shown in Figure 4-4 is implemented in the proposed robotic system

between corresponding DoFs in the haptic device and the robotic wrist. The input for the

subsystem that controls the position of the robotic wrist is haptic device position. This

subsystem has the property of position servoing. Proportional plus derivative (PD)

controllers have been implemented on the 4-DoF robotic wrist to track physician's hand

movements. The input for the force servo subsystem (haptic side) is the measured force at

the endpoint of the probe attached to the remote robotic wrist.

Force feedback to the physician's hand assists the physician to both maintain the

probe contact and to adjust the applied pressure between the probe and the patient's body.

Open-loop force feedback to physician hand is implemented in this subsystem. The shaft

of any degree of freedom in the haptic and, in consequence, the respective shaft in the

remote robotic wrist will remain stationary only if the slave contact force is equal to the

reflected force to user. The user perceives at her/his haptic device the slave contact force

scaled as much as n (see Figure 4-4).Inthe present system, n=I. The sampling frequency

of control loop2 is I kÍIzwhich is thirty times greater than the maximum frequency of the

human wrist's motions.

'l

Physician side Patient side

Figure 4-4. Block diagram of bilateral servo system used for position control of wrist and
force control of haptic device.

2 Nyquist rate suggests that sampling frequency of a signal should be at least two times greater the
maximum frequency involved in the signal (Proakis and Manolakis 2007).
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'When the communication systems with constant or random round-trip delays used,

several challenges and difficulties arise. Private fiber optic communication systems and

Internet have constant and random round-trip delays, respectively. Most importantly,

communication delays cause instability, loss of transparency, operator performance

degradation, and desynchronization in real-time closed-loop bilateral tele-robotic systems

(Anderson and Spong 1989; Niemeyer and Slotine 1998; Park and Kenyon 1999; Xi and

Tarn 2000). However, these problems have not been addressed for the robotic system

developed in this thesis. Dynamic modeling of the robotic wrist and haptic device

considering nonlinearities such as backlash and friction is necessary for developing a

practical control system in which instability and transparency of the robotic system are

addressed (Lee and Spong 2006).

4.3 Ultrasound Imaging Tests

Experiments were performed with the robotic system on volunteers to show its
capability to perform ultrasound examinations. An ultrasound technologist from
Winnipeg Children Hospital used the robotic system to capture ultrasound images from
volunteer's heart, kidney, liver and spleen. Images include long and short axes views of
those organs (see Figures 4-5 and 4-6). The mechanical features of the entire robotic
system were matched to what an ultrasound expert needed for ultrasound examination.

Therefore, there was a very short training time of 2 to 5 minutes for the technologist to

become familiar with the system. He was able to locate the ultrasound probe over the area

of interest on the patient's body, and change the orientation of the probe to capture

desired ultrasound images. Haptic feedback to his hand enabled him to maintain the

contact between the ultrasound probe and the patient's body and obtain continuous

ultrasound images. Moreover, haptic feedback was helpful for adjusting the amount of
pressure between the probe and the patient's body. He was able to successfully capture

the desired ultrasound images of the kidney, spleen and liver, and heart.

Figures 4-7 to 4-10 show position tracking responses of the robotic wrist during

kidney examination by the ultrasound technologist. The steady-state position error of the

robotic wrist appeared to be of limited importance for medical experts since they control
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the probe motion as a function of what they observe in the ultrasound image rather than a

function of the position of the real probe relative to the body surface (Vilchis et a|.2003).

Figure 4-11 shows open-loop force-tracking of the haptic device while the robotic wrist

was moving an ultrasound probe on a volunteer during typical kidney examination.

Figure 4-5. Remote ultrasound examination of kidney, spleen, and liver: (a) ultrasound
technologist manipulating the hand-controller to capture ultrasound images; @) a-DoF
wrist; (c) ultrasound image of kidney and liver; (d) a-DoF wrist moving a volunteer; (e)
ultrasound image of spleen and short axis view of kidney.
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Figure 4-6. Remote ultrasound examination of heart: (a) ultrasound technologist
manipulating the hand-controller to capture ultrasound images; (b) 4-DoF wrist moving on
a volunteer; (c) short-axis image of Aortic valve; (d) image of Mitral valve.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions
Ultrasound examination offers quick and reliable non-invasive examination. However

the main drawback of current ultrasound techniques is that the quality of the examination

is highly dependent on the operator's skills, which are often lacking in small medical

centers and isolated areas. As a solution to this problem, a complete robotic system for

remote ultrasound imaging has been developed in this thesis to assist specialized

physicians to perform ultrasound examination on patients located in remote and isolated

areas. The system consists of a 4-DoF robotic wrist and a 4-DoF hand-controller with

force reflecting capability along the axis of the hand-grip. Their functionalities have been

evaluated analytically and experimentally. From the robotic point-of-view, this is the

most complete system for performing ultrasound imaging. The mechanical features of the

entire robotic system were matched to what an ultrasound expert needed for ultrasound

examination. Haptic feedback to operator's hand was helpful and enabled him to
maintain the contact between the ultrasound probe and the patient's body and obtain

continuous ultrasound images. Moreover, haptic feedback enabled the operator to adjust

the amount of pressure between the probe and the patient's body. An ultrasound

technologist from Winnipeg Children Hospital performed ultrasound imaging on few

volunteers and he was able to locate the ultrasound probe over the area of interest on the

patient's body, and change the orientation of the probe to capture images from desired

anatomical targets. It was shown that meaningful ultrasound images of heart, kidney,

spleen and liver can be obtained using the developed robotic system in this thesis.

5.1 Contributions of This Thesis

The developed robotic system features novel characteristics that have not been

incorporated all in a single device. These features are described below.

1- Both the robotic wrist and the haptic device have been designed using parallel

mechanisms to reduce the inertia of the moving elements by placing the actuators, as the
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main source of inertia, on the base. In the hand-controller, this characteristic improved

the quality of force reflection to operators. In the robotic wrist, this feature reduced the

inertial contact forces between the device and patient's body. This feature also facilitates

the sterilization of the robotic wrist by placing the electric motors far from the ultrasound

probe. This feature has not been considered in any other robotic devices designed for

ultrasound imaging.

2- Kinematically decoupled DoFs is realizable in serial manipulators. However, it is
far more difficult in parallel manipulators. Prior to this work, there was no parallel

manipulator which had 4 kinematically decoupled DoFs. In this thesis, it was shown how

the combination of dissimilar kinematic chains and decoupling ball bearings can lead to a

parallel robotic wrist with kinematically decoupled DoFs. Kinematic decoupling in the

proposed robotic wrist allowed one motion of the ultrasound probe by only actuating one

kinematic chain which enhances the safety of manipulation. This is particularly important

for the palpating motion of the robotic wrist in which the inertial forces of the moving

parts involved in the contact force between the ultrasound probe and the patient's body

can be reduced.

3- The force reflecting hand-controller has been statically balanced with a single

tension spring. Otherparallel manipulators with 3,4 and 6 DoFs are statically balanced

with 6 or 12 tension springs. The lower the numbers of springs, the less complex the

mechanism is. Prior to this work, there was no parallel mechanism with 4 DoFs which

was statically balanced with only one tension spring. Static balancing reduces physician's

fatigue during remote manipulation since no operating effort for the actuators or the

physicians, apart from acceleration and deceleration, is needed to move the device from

one confltguration to another configuration. Static balancing also improves the safety of
remote examination in case of power failure or when the physician lets go of haptic.

4- The FCM of the haptic device and the RCM of the robotic wrist are necessary for

3-D ultrasound imaging. The FCM and RCM were created by hardware in the haptic and

wrist mechanisms. They enhanced the safety of examination. In case of power failure, the

FCM and RCM, keep the ultrasound probe in the limited workspace without causing

injuries to the patient's body. There exist many parallel mechanisms with 3 DoFs having
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FCM. However, prior to this work, there was no parallel mechanism with 4 DoFs which

had either FCM or RCM. Hybrid parallel and serial mechanisms with 4 DoFs have

previously been designed with RCM. In this thesis, it was shown how the usage of
concentric universal telescoping joints and linkage mechanisms leads to a parallel robotic

wrist with 4 DoFs having a RCM.

'With respect to the remaining objectives of this thesis listed in Section 1.5 for the

robotic wrist, the ultrasound probe moves in a conical workspace with a vertex angle as

much as 50o which is free of any singular configuration. The palpating motion is about 32

mm and is able to generate palpating force up to 24 N. The maximum velocities of the

probe during ultrasound examination for pitch, yaw, rotational, and palpating motions are

27 degls, 32 degls, 68 deg/s, and 3 mm./s, respectively. The weight of the moving

elements of the 4-DoF wrist is 2.5 kg. Moving elements of the wrist except the ultrasound

probe are far from the patient and there is access to the patient by the attending nurse.

With respect to the remaining objectives listed in this thesis for the haptic device, the

device utilizes parallel mechanisms to enhance its structural rigidity. The workspace of
the hand-controller is a cone with a vertex angle as much as 70o. The sliding motion of
the hand-grip is 32 mm. The workspace of the device is singularity-free and all DoFs are

backdriveable. The operator's hand gestures when she/he holds the hand-grip is similar to

holding an ultrasound probe. The weight of the moving elements of the device is 452 gr.

The DoFs in the haptic and the wrist have one-to-one position correspondence to reduce

operator's mental load from thinking of the relative position between her/his hand and the

probe.

5.2 Future Work

The following tasks can be performed to make the developed robotic system available for

daily clinical practice.

. fmage Compression and Transmission

Appropriate algorithms should be used for real-time compression, transmission and

recovery of ultrasound images between physician and patient sides connected by a private

and reliable Internet or ISDN communication systems.
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. Synchronization of Haptic and Ultrasound Images

There is no guarantee that both haptic information and ultrasound images reach to the

physician at the same time especially in the presence of communication delays.

Therefore, the effect of network delays on the performance of remote ultrasound

examination should be investigated.

. Stability of the Robotic System

Stability of the tele-robotic system must be guaranteed, in the presence of network
delays, using one of the well-known methods such as passivity (Anderson and Spong

1989), wave-variables (lrtriemeyer and Slotine 1998), and event-based (Xi and Tarn 2000).

o Clinical Evaluation

Comprehensive clinical testing of the entire robotic system must be performed on

patients to investigate the examination efficiency of the developed system when used for
a large population of patients with different health conditions. The ultrasound images

obtained by the robotic system must be similar with those obtained from standard

ultrasound examinations performed directly on the patients.

. Assessment of Patientrs Satisfaction

The ultrasound probe is in continuous contact with patient's body in ultrasound

examination. Therefore, patient's satisfaction and comfort are crucial. For example,

patient's satisfaction, in terms of fear of using the robotic wrist for examination or the

amount pressure applied by the wrist must be examined through questionnaires during
clinical testing of the developed system.
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Appendix A:

Derivation of, F,q. (2.2)

With reference to Figure a-la, axis Z7¡ is normal to axis X,, and, is located in the plane

XeZs. Axis Z¡1 is also located in the plane containing axes Z,¡ and Ys. This plane is normal

to axis X¡ at point O. When the input shaft of the first pantograph rotates as much as 0r,

vector OFrt rotates to OF,z as much as þt (see Figures a-la and a-lb). This motion

happens in plane YoZ. The corresponding vector O,fl'rotates to OF,2 as much as g, in
plane Y6Z¿¡ (see Figures a-la and a-ld). The orientation of plane ZoYowith respect to

plane Z,,Yo is shown in Figure a-lc. The projections of vectorO,f 'on axes y6 and Zs ara

shown as OMi andONl, respectively (Figures a-la and a-lb). The projections of vector

oF,2 on axes Y6 and Z¡¡ are shown as oMl and, oñ1, respectively (Figures a-la and, a-

1d).

According to Figure a-1b, the following relationships hold:

04' = oF,'

OMI = OF,t sin B,

ONI : OF,t cos P,

Referring to Figures a-lb, a-lc and a-ld, one can write:

oÑl = oNl cosa

Substituting Eq. (a.1c) into Eq. (a.2):

oÑl =oFrt cosPrcosø

with reference to Figure a-1d, the following relationship can be obtained:

^ oM.z
tartU,: --:+' oNi

Substituting Eqs. (a.1b) and (a.3) into Eq. (a. ),one can see:

(a.1 a)

(a.l b)

(a.1 c)

(a.2)

(a.3)

(a.4)
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tano, =tan þ'
COSø

Z1 Zs

4'

r
MÎ

\

o Y,

(a.5)

el

ç\

z,t

F,'

Ní\

o Y6

(b) (c) (d)

Figure a-1. (a) Relation between rotation, 0,, of the input link about axis X¡ and
rotation of axis zo, þr, about axis x6; (b) projection on plane z0y0; (c) orientation of
plane z,rYrwithrespect to plane zoYo) (d) vector oFrt rotates as much as 0, toreach to
OFr' inplaneZ,rYo normal to axis X,.
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Appendix B:

Derivation of F,q. (2.6a)

V/ith reference to Figure b-1a, axis Z¡2 is normal to axis X, and. is located in the plane

containing X¡Z1.The normal to plane XZt is defined by unit vector S 6igut. b-la). The

axis Zts is located in the plane Z,rX o which is normal to axis Y¡ at point O. The axis Z ,,

is also located in plane ZoYo (see Figures b-la and b-lb). Figure b-lc shows the

orientation of plane z,rxo with respect to plane zoxo. when the input shaft of the

second pantograph rotates as much as 0r, in the plane normal to y¡ at point O (plane

Ztxo), the vector ofi2 moves to ofi'where the angle between olr, and, oîr3 is

8(Figures b-la and b-lb). This also causes axis Z¡ to rotate as much as þz to reach to

axis 22 (Figures b-la and b-ld). Therefore, the vector OFrz moves to OFr3 in plane X¡ Z1

(see Figures b-1a and b-ld).

With reference to Figures b-la and b-lb, the unit vector Ofi' nas the projections on

axesx6andz¡i. These projections can be calculated as follows:

Ol4/r3 = si¡6,

OPrt = cos2,

With reference to Figures b-lb and b-lc, vector OPrt has projections on the axes 26

and xo. Therefore, the unit vector oîl canbe described in f,rxed frame {xoyrz}as:

o OFrt =(rin4 cosZr sina cosZrcosø)' (b.2)

In the plane containing axes X¡ and 21, axis Z¡2 is normal to X¡ atpoint O (Figures b-1a

and b-ld). The unit vector 3i, nor-ul to plane X¡Z¡. Axis Zp is located, in plane X¡21.

Therefore, vector S is normal to axes Z¡2 and Xl and.the unit vector along axis Zncan be

calculated as:

(b. ia)

(b.1b)
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( s, sina I
o Z,r=ox,*o,s : 

I - (r, ,¡io +r, .oro; 
I

[ "r.oro )
(b.3)

where

'X, =(cosø 0 -sinø)7

o,s 
= (,, J, 

"= )t

The projections of vector o2îrton 
axes X¡ and Z¡2(Figures b_la and b_ld) can be

calculated as:

OQI=oOFrt.oX, = sinlrcosa -coslrcosasina 
þ.a.a)

ovl =0 gfirt'o Z,r= s, sin ø s in 0, - sin a cos Lr(s, sin ø + s- cos ø) + s,, cos, a cos 0,

(b.4b)
Therefore, with reference to Figure b-ld and using Eqs. (b.4a) and (b.4b), one arrives at
Eq.(2.6a):

tan(p, -rù =oZi =
sin 0, cos a - cos 2rcos ø sin ø2OVrt sr sino.in

(b.s)
where r7 canbe calculated from the following relation:

cosr1-oZ,r.oZ, =sinp,(s.cosø+s-sinø)+srcosp, cosø (b.6)

and ,zrcan 
be obtained from Eq. (2.r). Angre y inFigure b-ld can be calcurated from

the fol lowing relationsship :

Qosy=o/r.oX, =sinøcosp, 
þ.7)
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Z2

e2

Zn

fi,2

u¡-\;1'
I<,-tIt

I

I
I
I
t

\d.
V-.--

w,t

\

o

(b)

Xs

\u., (c) (d)

Figure b-r' (a) Relation between rotation, 0r, ofinput link about axis r¡ and rotation of
axis Z¡, þr, around vector 

^ç; (b) unit vector oîr2 rotates in plane z,rxo as much as
7rto reachto oil(c) orientation of plane z,rxowith respect to plane zoxoi(d) axis
Zrrotates inplane Z,rXoasmuch as þ2.
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Appendix C:

Derivation of the Jacobian Matrix of the wrist
with reference to Figure 2-7, given actuators velocities 0;,,0;,,e;,,and,0i', the

objective is to find the velocity state of the moving frame {X u,yo,Z u,} attached to the

ultrasound probe. Actuators and moving platform velocities are related together by a
Jacobian matrix. The velocity vector of the moving platform {x n,y,,,Z,,} can be described

in the fixed frame {XoYoZo} by [õ ll' where õ and, t arc angular and linear velocity

vectors, respectively.

The third and fourth DoFs are kinematically decoupled from the first two DoFs
generated by pantographs. Their power trains idly follow the first two DoFs while
transmitting motions to the combinatory module. Thus, the derivation of the Jacobian

matrix of the first two DoFs are described f,rrst. The conventional velocity vector-loop
method as described by Tsai (1999) has been used. Since the mechanism shown in Figure

c-l possesses only two rotations, the input vector can be written as @ = l0r, 0),1, and the

output vector can be described by the angular velocity of the end-link EF, ,li =fot, ørJr .

Figure c-1. Kinematic chain of two pantographs.
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Referring to Figure c-1, a loop-closure equation for the ith pantograph (; = 1,2) canbe

written as:

oÉ = oË, +E!, +cþ (i =1,2) (c.1)

Taking derivative of Eq. (c. t ) with respect to time yields a velocity vector-loop equation:

trt =@a,c,xB,C,lØr'xC,E Q =1,2) (c.2)

where Ç and, Çur" the angular velocities of links B,C, and Ç8, respectively. In

order to eliminate Ç t o*Eq. (c.2),both sides of Eq. (c.2) aredot-multipl ied,by cþ .

Cp.(V) = (Bp, "Cþ) % (i =1,2) (c.3)

The polygon OB,C,E in Figure c-l is a parallelogram. Therefore, the vectors B,Ç

and c,E are equal to oE and B,o, respectively. Eq. (c.3) can then be written as:

C,E .(4) = (OE 
" C p) . ,* (i = t,2)

Using Eq. (2.8), vector OË inFigure c-1 can be written as:

(-arrsþ,+a,^cB,\
oË =þ, €, ,,1' = ,.1 - orrrp, * orurB, 

I

l- orrtþ, + arrcB, )

(c.4)

(c.5)

(c.6)

0 bsaf' and CÃ =Eþ =fo -bca bsal't' in which

By substituting Eq. (c.6) into rhe left-hand side of Eq. (c.4)

where t=M*t\r) is the length of the vector OE (see Figure c-1). Taking

derivative of Eq. (c.5) with respect to time, we have:

4 =ln, èy è"f'

where ci =Ñ =f-øto

å is the length of vector B,õ.

we have:
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eE n = (_ii,Zil'unn' 
=',î) 

= (' ;,,',,' ;,'")(T,)

where

1.,, = -b(mrms +m2msmo)ca +b(mrmn + momrmn)sa; lr, = -bmrmTcq +bmomrsa

lr, = -b(mrme +m4m,mr)ca +b(mrm, + mumrmr)sa; lr, = -bmomjcd +bmumrsd

and

- e cd s2a s2p, sB,
tttl 

- 

-

"'t 
(r- sza r'Pr)%

e ca cß"
ø-tJ"'¿ 

(l- s2a ,'þr)%

m, = e(-cp, cþ., - sa 
l2 

þt 
-sþzr, * 

sta s'2P, sPr--,

(I- s'a c'þ,)/, 2(l- s2ø ,'þ,)7,

mo = e(sp, sÞr- sd s?þ't 9^þ' ,r,
2(l- s'ø c'þ,)r,

m, = e(-sp, cÞr- sd l^2þ,^sþrr, *f a szft s\þt sÊz) 
(c.7)

(l - s'a c' þr),, (1- s'a c' pr)/,

mo = e(-cþt sp, - sd !' þ'-cþ, -,
(l- s'a c'þ,),,

- _ (ca - s d) c2 (p2 - ù e - s' øc' p.,¡/,
,rh -

*, - r-Zsta 
sþ, c'þ, (l- s'a c'_þ)-!_- sa sp,, (1- s'a c'p,\% , .t0^ -ca.

)\ tLr sd)

ca c'ß,
llln =---#' c" 0,,

Note /denotes "tan" function. The right-hand side of Eq. (c.4) can be written as:

( 
çoÊ " 

cE>\( ,,1 ln, ',, llr.l(OExC,E)'oon =l
\(oE "ei¡)l',J= [',, ',,)l',)
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= -be,s q (c.8)

(c.9)

rr, = bersd i \z = -b(e,sa + e,ca) ) rzt = b(ersa + e-ca); r,

Equating right-hand sides of Eqs. (c.7) and (c.8), we will have:

(:;,',) = (:,',, 2',)' (' ;,',' ;,'")(T,) = (:,',, i;,',\T,)

where

n,, =#) fitz =lzzln-r]zz ., flzt = 
rrlzr-rzÁt 

) ftzz = 
rtlzz-rzJrz

\(22 - \2r2t \{zz - rt2r2t \{22 - \2121 4trz2 - rt2r2l

The second component of õ comes from the rotational velocity 0, ofthe ultrasound

probe. The rotational velocity has projections on the axes of the fixed frame {XoYoZ}.

These projections can be obtained from the following Eq.:

( {-o,rtÞ, + a,rcP)or\

lrr, oro ,r,f''= Rot(p,s)Rot(þ,,4)þ 0 0rl' =l {-orrrÞ, + orrrp,¡á, I rr.tol

[(-orrrl, + arrcp)O, )

The relationship between 0, and e;' can be found using Eqs. (2.9), (2.10),(2.11), and

(2.12) as follows:

0t = mro?!' + mu*rmrr7| + mnmrr(m, i mumr)7i' (c.11)

where

- -c'ø, 
c'e, . t'0^ , .a tant L^,,. tA tt) \ oR , oQm,o = - cøør4ùi 

ffi, :ffif*ty tþ'r0{' -bcV tþ,t0'); o = frt U =ã

Parametersttt51t7t6,m7, rlts, and m, are given in Eq. (c.7). By adding the righrhand

sides of Eqs. (c.9) and (c.10), we will have the angular velocity vector ã described in

fixed frame {XoYoZo} :
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( ,*\ ( at,, + ør*\ (@,,

^ 
=l:',)= 

l' " :,: " )=l''"
where

+ gmsmr(m, + mumr))7i' + (nr, + gm6m7m,,)0.| * g**0r")
+ dmrm,,(m, + mumr))gi" + (nr, + dmumrmr)e;' : dm*0!" 

I

fmnmrr(m, + mumr¡ei" + fmumrmrr?i' * f*ro7l" )

g = (-arzsþ, + arrcBr) ; d = (-arrsþ, + arrcp,); f = (-arrsB, + arrcp,,) (c.t2)

The linear velocity vector, I =[v* I/y vr]' , of the moving platform also has two

components. The first component of I is due to the angular velocity 7o of moving

platform {X,,Yu,Z,,}, which can be described as:

Vr, Vv Vrrl''' = ãx7 =frrr, - ,rr, û)zrx - ú)xrz ú)xry - crtrr,l' (c.13)

where I is the palpating motion of the ultrasound probe describing the distance between

frames {XoY,Zo} and {X,,Y,,Z,,} in fixed frame {X,Y,Z,} (see Figure 2-7). Therefore

7 canbe described as:

( (-a,rsþ, + a,rcB)r\
t:b, r, ,,T' = Ror(B,S)Ror(p,,X)10 0 ,l =l{-orrrÞ,+a,rcB,)r I f..toi

\(-arrsÞ, + arrcP,)r )

r is the magnitude of / and can be calculated by substituting Eq. (2.14) into Eq. (2.13):

, : Ë ¡^-t Ttano;' 
tot4' 

)¿1r cos22
(c. I s)

wherc 0[' is the motor angular position which provides the palpating motion of the

ultrasound probe.

By substituting Eqs. (cJ$ and (c.15) into Eq. (c.13) we will have:

Vr, =(nrrr, +msmr(m, +mumr)(dr, - frr))7i' +(nrrr, + m6mjmtr(dr, - fù)eî
+ mro(dr, - fr)e{
Vr, =(-n,rr, +msmn(m, + mom)(fi, - gr,))0r' +(-nrrr, +m6m7mr(fr, - gr))eï
+ m,o(fi, - gr)e;'
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4, = (nr rr, - fr z,tr, + msm | | (m, + m umr)(Sr, - dr,)) 0r*

+ (nrrr, - fl22r, + m6m7mr(gr, - dr-))Ii' + m,o(gr, - dr,¡I!, 
(c' 16)

The second component of ù is the effect of linear velocity (palpation velocity) i of
the moving platform {X,,Yn,Z,,}. This linear velocity has projections on the axes of the

fixed frame {xoY0z0}. These projections are obtained as shown below:

( (-a,rsÞ, + a,rcP,)r\

h, vr, vr,l' : Rot(p,s)Rot(pt,xo)10 0 il,, =lf,-or)r,Þ,*oarrp,¡, I C..trl
[{-orrrl, + arrcp)i )

i is the magnitude of I and can be calculated by:

, _ nP (mnmr r(m, + m umr)1i" + mumr mr r7ï + mro7ï' )
2n

In Eq. (c.18), e;' is the motor angular velocity which provides the palpating motion of
the ultrasound probe.

By substituting Eq. (c.18) into Eq. (c.17) and some mathematical manipulation, the

following relationships can be obtained:

,r, = #(ffisffitt(m, 
+ mumr)Ti' + mu*rmrr|!' + mrre;,¡

dnPVrr=ï(ffi,)ffitt(mr+mumr)?i" +mumrm,,7i'+mrrei') (c.19)

fnP
Vr, = l(ffisffitt(m, + mumr)2i' + mumrmrrei' + mroe j,,¡

By adding Eqs. (c.16) and (c.19), we will have the linear velocity vector ûof the

moving frame {X ,,,Y,,,2,,,} described in fixed frame {X oyoZ o\ :

f v,r +vr,l
/ =lv, vy v,]' =1n,, *rrrl (c.20)

lVr, +Vr,l

By considering Eqs. (c.r2) and (c.20), the Jacobian matrix can be obtained:
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la tl'',uo,=[t\*r.lei' e;' ey èil

where

J, = fr, + gmsm,(m, + mems), Jn = np + gm6mrffi,., Jtz = gffirc, Jro =0

Jzt = trzt + dmrmrr(m, +mamt), J2z =nr, + dmumtffitt, Jzz = dffi*; Jzo =0

Jr, = frnnmrr(m, * mams) i Jn = fhamtmr', Jzt : rtnrci Jro = 0

J o, = n^r, + msmtr(m, * momr)(dr, - fi, + #,
Jo, = (nrrr, + m6m7mr(dr, - -f, *#) i Jqs: mro(dr, - fir) i Jqq :#**

J r, = -nrrr, + msmr(m, + mom)(fi, - gr- + #,

Jsz = (-nrrr- + m6m7mr,)(fi. - gr, r #r tJst = ffito(frr - gr,) ) J sq = #*ro
J u, = (nrrr, - fr ztt, r ffi,¡ffi t t (m, + m umr)(gr, - ar, + ff)
Ju, = nrrr, - frzzt, + m6m7mn(gr, - *, * ffl i Jat = mro(Er, - dr,) i J aq = #*r,

(c.21)
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Appendix D:

Derivation of Eq. (3.5)

With reference to Figure d-la, Axis 17 is normal to axes Xs and, Zs. Rotation

df"transforms axis 26 to Z¡. Rotation 0:' transforms axis Zt to 22 as much as p.

Therefore, it rotates vector oFrt to oFr2 as much as p as shown in Figure d-lb. This

motion happens in plane XoZt. The corresponding vector OFrt rctates to OFr2 as much as

0i' in plane X6Z6as seen in Figures d-la and d-ld. The orientation of plane ZoXowith

respect to plane ZrXo is shown in Figure d-lc. The projections of vector O{r on axes

Xs and Z¡ are shown as OMI and ONl, respectively. The projections of vector OFr2 on

axesX¡1 and Zs are shown as OMI and Oñ1, respectively.

According to Figure d-1b, the following relationships hold:

04' = oF,'

OMI = OFrl sinP

ONI = OF,t cos P

Refening to Figures d-1b, d-1c, and d-1d, we have:

OÑl = ONI cosa

Substituting Eq.(d.1c) into Eq. (d.2), we have:

oÑl =o{'cos Pcosa

with reference to Figure d-1d, we have the following relationship:

OM?
tan?" = -:+' oNi

Substituting Eqs. (d.1b) and (d.3) into Eq. (d.4), we have:

tan p

(d.1a)

(d.1b)

(d.1c)

(d.2)

(d.3)

(d.4)

rt2

tan9, =
cosd (d.s)
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Figure d-1. (a) Relation between rotation, 0j" , of input link about axis y¡¡ and rotation
of axis zt, þ, about axis Y¡; (b) projection on plane Zrxo) (c) orientation of plane

zrxrwith respect to plane zoxr; (d) vector oFrt rotates as much as 0),,to reach to
OFr' inplane ZoX o normal to axis Io .

(b) (d)
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Appendix E:

Derivation of the Jacobian Matrix of the Hand-controller
With reference to Figure 3-8, the objective is to find the velocity state of the moving

platform {X u,Y,,Zn } attached to the hand-grip given actuator

velocities di" , 0l' , 0!' and, 0i' . The velocity vector of the moving platform {X ,,,Y,,,2 ,,,} can

be described in the fixed frame {XoYoZo} as [ø Z]7' where õ and / are angular and

linear velocity vectots, respectively. Note that third and fourth DoFs are kinematically

decoupled from the first two DoFs generated by eight-bar mechanisms. This simplifies

the derivation of the Jacobian matrix.

The angular velocity ìt:lr* ay arll'of the moving platform {X,,y,,,2,,,}

attached to the hand-grip consists of two components. The first component,

õr:fatr, Ør, 0]t', comes from the angular motor velocities of ei' and 0i' of the two

eight-bar mechanism's actuators. The conventional velocity vector-loop method is used

(Tsai 1999) to obtain the non-zero elements of the first component. This will be described

below.

Refening to Figure e-L, a loop-closure equation can be written as:

OE = OB¡ + B,C, +C,E (i =1,2) (e.1)

Figure e-1. Simplified structure of hand-controller.
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Taking derivative of Eq.

loop equation:

trt =Øa,c,xB,C, *Ør,xC,E (i :1,2)

(e.1) with respect to time, yields the following velocity vector-

where øur,and ú)c,EaÍe the angular velocities of links B,C, and Ç8, respectively. In

order to eliminate Ç no Eq. (e.2),both sides of Eq. (e.2) arcdot-multiplied,by Cþ .

cp. fn¡ = (Eî, 
" ci) % Q =1,2) (e.3)

Polygon OBiCiE is a parallelogram (see Figure e-1). Therefore, vectors B,{ and

c,E are equal to oE and B,o,respectively. Equation (e.3) can then be written as:

(e.2)

(e.4)

(e.5)

cp fn>=(oE"CÐ.r; Q =t,2)

Refening to Eq. (3.7), vecto, OÉ inFigure e-l is written as:

( 'þ I
oÉ =fr, €, ,,]' = ".1-tO 

,e,"' 
I

\ cp c?i' )

E=l¿, ey è,f'=,1 o.,o,rf !onr.,,o"ri, 
I

l- Þ sÞ cei' - oi" tþ t2i" )

where , = l{r1 + e2, + e2,¡ is the length of vector OE (see Figure e-l). Derivative of Eq.

(e.5) will yield to the following relation:

(e.6)

In fixed frame {X0Y0Z0\, Cã =Ñ =lU 0 0]' , Cj =Eþ =lo b 0]'' and å is the

lengfh of vector Ñ .gV substituting Eq. (e.6) into the left-hand side of Eq. (e.4) we will

have:
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Equating righthand sides of Eqs. (e.7) and (e.8), we will have:
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The second component of õ , õ, =1a4, or, ,r,f'', comes from the rotational

velocity e{ of the hand-grip. The rotational velocity has projections on the axes of frame

{x0Y0z0}. These projections can be obtained by the following equation:

I eÏ'tp I
frr, Ør, ,r,l' = Rot(Xo,0i')Rot(y,,p)10 0 e';T =l-n, cp sri,, I f..tol

le;" 'B '0"" l
The rotation matrices Rot(Xr,0() and Rot(y,,,p) are given in Eqs. (3.3) and (3.a).

Combining Eqs. (e.9) and (e.10), one can determine the angular velocity vector ã:

l, =lr* cùy a¡,y =l:,',T,::,',t;;:i,tir)
| *,t;" )

(e.1 1)

where

mt=sþ

mz = -cþ s9l"

mt = cþ c2l"

The linear velocity vector t :fr* vy vr-11' of frame {xu,y,,,Z,,} attached to the

hand-grip has two components. The first compon"nt, l, =Vr, Vr, Vr"fr, is due to

angular velocity ã ofmoving platform {X,,yu,Z,,} :

Vr, vr, vr,f''=7u*ì =f@or,-ø,rr) (a),r,-ø,r,) (corrr-rrr_)1,' çe.tz¡
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where ; =V, t, ,,f'' irthe vector describing the distance between frames {X.y.Zo}

and {X ,,,Y,,2,,} in fixed frame {X oYozol .

( ,tþ )
; :lr, t, ,,]' : Rot(Xo,0i')Rot(Y,,p)f0 0 ,l'=l -r rB ,e,,,1 ir.rr;

l r rB ro,'; )

By substituting Eqs. (3.8), (e.11) and (e.13) into Eq. (e.12) and some mathematical

manipulation, we will have:
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The second component of I , l, =Vr, vr, vr,f', is the result of linear velocity

I of frame {X u,Y,,Z,,} attached to the hand-grip. This linear velocity has projections on

the axes of frame {XoYoZo}:
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where i is obtained from combined derivative of Eqs. (3.S), (3.9), and (3.10). Therefore,
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Adding the right-hand sides of Eqs. (e. l a) and (e. l6), we will have:

Í =fvr vy vrf'

Considering Eqs. (e.20) and (e.26) together,

the following relation:

l; /),,u^,=[t]u*lei,, e;, ey èi,1,

the Jacobian matrix can be found from

(e.1 8)

(4, +vr.\ ({*, * m,Joi" + (m, + m,,)o),' + m,ro!,\
=1V.,, *Vr, l=l @o + m,r¡2i" +(m, + m,)0),, * *,r0;, 

I
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(e. I 7)

where

J¡:fl¡i Jn=nni Jn=0; Jro=m,

Jzt:flzti Jzz=nzz) Jzz=0, Jro=m,

Jtr=0) Jsz=0; Jrr:0; Jro=m,

J¿t=ffiq+mty; Jn=ffis*t7t1yi Jqt =ffitzi Joq =0

Jst = ffio-fnîpl Jsz = ffit -lm1ai Jss = ffitsl Jro = 0

Jat = ffit+mt6; Joz = ffis + mn: Jas = ffitsi Jun = 0
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Appendix F:

Technical Specifications of the Wrist and Haptic Device
Technical specifications of 4-DoF robotic *rist
Range of motion

Yaw axis Maxon RE 36 lll:l
Maxon RE 36 lll:l 88.5 mNm

Rotational axis 29.3 mNm
Palpation axis 24 N (measured)

Footprint & height (192 mm x 192 mm) and 750 mm

LCMKD 50 N, by Omega

Technical specifications of 4-DoF haptic devicre

Range of motion Cable reducer ratio

Rotational axis

(232 mm x 232 mm) and 280 mm

Static balancing With one tension spring @

t21
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